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PREFACE 
Tlic tlu'or}- of categories has arisen in the few decades and now constitutes an 
fuitonoruous hranch of Mathematics. It owes its origin and early inspiration to de-
\-elo|)nrent in algebraic topology. Categories, functors and nal:ural transformations 
wvvv first introduced by Eilenberg and iVfaclane in f94-5. After their f945 paper, 
it \\as not clear that concepts of category theory would be more than a convenient 
language and so it remained for approximately fifteen years. In the sixties, Lawvere 
outlined basic framework for the development of an entirely original approach to the 
logic and foundations of nuathematics, he proposed an axomatization of the category 
of categories(La\vvere 19GG), an axomatization of the category of .sets(Lawvere 1964), 
characterised cartesian closed categories and showed their connections to logic sys-
tems and \-arious logic paradoxes(Lawvere 1969). The 1970s saw the development 
and application of the concept in many diffrent directions. Category theory now 
becomes a couuDon tool in the toolbox of mathenuiticians. 
The pr(;sent dissertation entitled''A Study Of Some Structural Categories" is 
a st\idy of \-arious types of categories. We study comma categories. Super comma 
category, category of G-sets and the category- of i)omted (7-sets.In connna categories 
w(> have uiainlv studied various fundamental categorical notions sudi as producis 
and coproducts. Eciualizers and coeciualizers, puObacks and pushouts, limits a.nd 
adjoint functors. wherea.s in G-sets and pointed G-sets, along with the categorical 
notions we study these structures in general. 
Cdia])t(M 1 contains preliminary notions, basic definitions and some well known 
result.s rele\^ent to our study . This chapter is also intended to make the dissertation 
as much self contained as possible. At the end of this chapter we liave also given 
the construction of the general comma category and some of its [)articular cases 
together with explicit examples. 
Chapter 2 deals with the study of the category {T i /I), and the general comma 
catcjgory {T i S) The notion of a comma category was introduced in Lawvere's un-
published thesis. sul)mitted at Columbia University, Newyork in 1963. This notion 
was int,roduc(>(l in order to give a set-free descri])tion of adjoint functors.In both the 
catc;gories we have defined the projection functors and then studied the preservation, 
I'efhH'tion and cr(^ation properties of various categorical notions bv these projc^ctioii 
functors. 
In Cha])ter 3. we study the category {Cfit'i-C) where cat denotes the category 
of small categories and call it ''''Suiter Comma Categor.y'\ Initially the concept of 
this categor\^ was introduced by Eilenberg and Mciclane (6).Later on Kan (S) gen-
eralized this C(jncept and proved some results on limits. We have defined a functor 
Q '• [Oi-t'\:C) -> Qit and have studied the creation, preservation, and reflection prop-
erties of Q for products, equalizers, i^ulibacks and limits. The results for the dual 
notions i.<\ coproducts. coequalizers. pushouts and colimits do not hold. Lastly a 
pair ol atljoint functors for the categories (fyt 'l C) and [Cot -J.- C)' has been ob-
tained. 
In Chapter 4 an effort is made to collect information regarding G-sets , G-
morphisms and some results based on these and the categorical study of G-sets. 
G-sets have been usc^ d to define orbits of permutation and to prove Sylow theorems 
for groups. 
In Chapter 5, we define pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphisms and collect 
useful properties of pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphism which we shall need for 
the study of a new structural category i.e. category of pointed G-sets. Inspired by 
the idea of pointed sets, pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphisms are defined.We 
shall denote this category by Q-Sets*. 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
The main aim of this chapter is to acquaint the readers with some prehminary 
notions and fundamental results of the category theory on the basis of which the re-
sults in the subsequent chapters have been developed. Of course, the knowledge of the 
elementary categorical cor^cepts and techniques has been presumed and no attempt 
has been made to discuss them here.Most of the material included in this chap-
ter occurs in Blyth[l], Freyd[7],Eilenberg and Maclane[6], Mitchell [lO],Schubert[l2] 
Maclane[9],etc. Some key results and theorems related to our subject matter are 
also incorporated for ready references.Suitable examples and necessary remarks are 
given at proper places to make the exposition self contained as much as possible. 
1.2 CATEGORIES 
Definition 1.2.1 Let C be a class of objects X, Y, Z,... denoted by ObjC together 
with the following: 
(i) for every pair of objects X,Y of C there is a set Morc{X,Y), called the set 
of morphisms from X to Y . The sets Morc{X,Y) and Morc{X',Y') are disjoint 
unless X = X' and Y = Y' in which case they coincide; 
(ii) for any three objects X, F, Z of C there is a mapping 
Morc{X,Y) X Morc{Y,Z) -^ Morc{X,Z) 
described by {f,h) -^ ho f known as the composition of morphisms. 
Then C is called a category if the following axioms are satisfied: 
(Ci)Identity: For each object X G ObjC, there is a morphism Ix G Morc{X,X) 
called the identity such that / o /x = / and Ix oh = h for all y, Z G OhjC and for 
all / G Morc{X, 7 ) , h G MorcXZ, X). 
(C2)Associativity: For all XJ,Z,W G OhjC and for all / G Morc[X,Y),h G 
Morc{Y, Z),ke MOTC{Z, HO,we have ko {ho f) = {ko h) of. 
Notation Sometimes we also denote the set of morphisms Morc{X, Y) by Homc{X, Y) 
or Hom{X, Y). 
Some Standard categories 
Ens- the category of sets: The objects of the category are sets and the mor-
phisms are functions defined on sets. 
1 
Grp- the category of groups: The objects of the category are groups and the 
morphisms are group homomorphisms. 
Sgp- the category of semigroups: The objects of the categor)' are semigroups 
and the morphisms are homomorphisms. 
Mon- the category of monoids: The objects of tlie category are monoids and 
the morphisms are homomorphisms preserving the identity. 
Ab- the category of abelian groups: The objects of the category are abeUan 
groups and the morphisms are group homomorphisms. 
DivAb- the category of divisible abelian groups: The objects of the category 
are divisible abelian groups and the morphisms are group homomorphisms. 
Ord- the category of ordered sets: The objects of the category are ordered sets 
and the order-preserving maps are the morphisms of the category. 
Top- the category of topological spaces:The objects of the category are topo-
logical spaces and the morphisms are continuous maps. 
flMod- the category of modules over R: The objects of the category are R-
modules and the morphisms are module homomorphisms. 
Vectp- the category of vector spaces over a field F: The objects of the cate-
gory are vector spaces and the morphisms are linear transformation. 
Ring- the category of rings: The objects of the category are rings and the mor-
phisms are ring homomorphisms. 
Definition 1.2.2 A category C is said to be small if its class of objects is a set. 
Example 1.2.1 Every monoid M constitutes a category with the set M as its 
only object and elements of M as its morphisms (small category).Composition of 
mori)hisras being the semigroup operation. 
Definition 1.2.3 A category C is said to be discrete if all the morphisms in C 
are identity morphisms. 
Definition 1.2.4 A category in which the objects are sets endowed with some ad-
ditional structures and the morphisms are structure preserving mappings is called 
a concrete category. 
Definition 1.2.5 Let C be a category then a category C is said to be a subcategory 
ofCif 
(i) every object of C is also an object of C, 
(li) for all objects A,B of C',Morc'{A,B) C A4orc{A,B), 
(iii) the composition of two morphisms in C is the same as their composition in C, 
(iv) for each object A of C',the identity rnorphism I A is the same in C as it is in C . 
If,moreover,Mor(.'(yl, B) = Morc{A, B) for all A, B m C\then we say that C' is a 
full subcategory of C. 
Example 1.2.2 (i)The category of finite sets is the full subcategory of Ens. 
(ii)The category Ring] (the category of rings with unity 1) is a sub-category of the 
category Ring, but is not a full subcategory; for example Ring has zero morphisms 
whereas in Ringi all the morphisms are 1-preserving. 
(iii) Ab is a full subcategory of Grp. 
Definition 1.2.6 For any category C, we can form a category C*, known as the 
dual category of C if the following hold: 
(i) the class of objects of C* is similar to that of the class of objects of C, 
(ii) for every pair of objects A, B 6 C*, we have 
Morc'{A,B)=- Morc{B,A]. 
Composition of the morphisms will be changed accordingly. 
1.3. SPECIAL MORPHISMS AND SPECIAL OBJECTS 
Definition 1.3.1 A morphism a : A —> B in a category C is called monomor-
phism if a is left cancelable i.e., a o (3 = a o ^ imphes /3 = 7 for every pair of 
morphisms j3 and 7 with common codomain A. 
Example 1.3.1 
(i) An injective function is a monomorphism in the category Ens. 
Proof Let f : A —* B he an injective function in the category Ens. To show that 
it is left cancellable, (In the sence that fog~foh=>g = h). Let g,h : C -^ A 
are siich that J o g = f o h. Then for all i t C we have f[g{x)] = ./[/'-(x)] whence 
g{x] = h{x) and so g = li. Conversely suppose that f : A -^ B is left cancelable and 
that f{x) = f{y). Take C = {a} and define g,h : C —> A hy setting g{a) = x and 
h{a) — y. Then from f{x) = f[y) we have f[g{oi)] = f\h{a)] so that f o g = f o h, 
whence g = h and consequently x = g[a) — h{a) = y. 
(ii) The monomorphisms of groups are the monomorphisms of the category Grp. 
Remark Monomorphisms in a category C need not be injective. 
To illustrate, we give the following example: 
Consider the category DivAb of divisible abelian groups and let Q and Q/Z be 
two objects in the category DivAb. Then for any p/q 6 Q and for any n, we have 
p/q = n{p/nq) and p/q + Z = n{p/nq + Z). 
Define a natural morphism r] : Q —> Q/Z by rj{q) = g + Z for all g G Q. Ob-
viously, 7] is not injective as Ker TJ = Z ^ Q. However, rj \s a monomorphism (left 
cancellable) in the category DivAb. 
Now, in order to show that rj is a monomorphism, let a,/3 : A —+ Q be mor-
phisms in the category DivAb such that a -^ (3. Then there exists a ^ A such that 
a{a) ^ /?(a) which impHes 
a (a ) - /? (a )7^0 
But, a{a) e Q, P{a) e Q imphes a{a) - P{a) 6 Q 
^ a{a)-fi{a)^r/s{s^Tl) 
Since A is divisible we can find 5 £ A such that a = rb. 
Now, 
r[a{h) - i3(6)] = ra(6) - r/3(5) 
= a(r6) - /3(r6) 
= a{a) - /?(a) 
= rjs 
i.e., 
r[a{b) - f3{b)] = r/s 
=> a{b) - I3{b) = l/s Since, 
7](l/s] = 1/s + Z 7^  0 
=^ ri{a{b) - m) ^ 0 
=> T](a(6)) - T]/3(fe)) ^ 0 
^ (7?oa) (6 ) - ( r?o^) (6 ) /0 
=» (r /oa-r /o/3)(b) ^ 0 
=» (?; o a - 7] o /?) 7^  0 
= ^ T] O a y^ T]0 P 
which shows that ?/ is left cancellable. 
Definition 1.3.2 A morphism a : .4 —^  B in a category C is called an epimor-
phism if a is right cancellable i.e., /? o a = 7 o a implies that /? = 7 for every pair 
of morphisms /3 and 7 with common domain B. 
Example 1.3.2 
(z)The surjective functions are the epimorphisms in the category Ens. 
Proof Suppose that f : A -^ B is right cancellable. If g,h : B -^ {0,1} are given by 
X, i f x G / m / , 
^ ' 0 , otherwise; 
, , _ f X, if X G Imf, 
1 1, otherwise 
then for every y & A we have g[f{y)] = f{y) = h[f{y)] so that g o f = ho f and 
hence by the hypothesis, g = h. T'Jow if Imf C S then there exist x £ B with 
X ^ / m / , and for such an element x we have the contradiction 0 = g{x) = h{x) = 1. 
Thus Imf = B and / is surjective. Conversely suppose that / : ^ -^ 5 is surjective 
and that g,h: B ^ C a.ie such that g o f = ho f. If b & B then b = / (a) for some 
a E A and so (?(5) = glf{a)] = /i[/(a)] = h{b). Consequently we have g = k and / 
is right cancelable. 
{ii) The epimorphisms of the groups are the epimorphisms in the category Grp. 
Remark Epimorphisms in a category C need not be surjective. 
Example 1.3.3 Consider the category Ring. Let Z and Q be two objects in 
Ring. Consider the inclusion morphism i : Z -^ Q. Trivially, i is not surjective. 
However, it is an epimorphism (right cancellable) in the category Ring. 
In order to show that i is an epimorphism , let a, (3 : Q ^> A be morphisms in 
Ring such that 
Z^Q-%A = Z^Q^A 
I.e., 
aoi = j3oi 
For any n (E Z, we get 
(a o'i)(n) = {j3 oi)[n) 
=> {a{r{n)) = (/3(2(n)) 
=> a{n) = /3(n) 
Now for any m/n G Q, we have 
a{-m/n) ~ a[m.n \ l ) 
= a{m)a{n~ )a{l) 
=/?(mHn-i) /?( l ) [as a( l) =/?(!)] 
= P{m)a{n~^)p{nn-^) 
^ P{m,)Q{vr^)a{n)p{n-^) [as a{n) = p{n)] 
= P{m)a{nrhi)P{n-^) 
= P{rn)ail)p{n-') 
= P{m)Pimn-') 
= p{m.\.n'^) 
= Pim.n-^) 
= p{m/n) 
which imphes that a = P and henceforth i is right cancelable. 
Definition 1.3.3 A morphism in C is called a bimorphism if it is both monomor-
phism and epimorphism. 
Definition 1.3.4 A morphism a : A -^ B in a category C is called a co-retraction 
(section) if there exist a morphism P : B -^ A such that Poa = I^. 
Definition 1.3.5 A morphism a : 4^ -^ 5 in a category C is called a retrec-
tion if there exist a morphism P : B —> A such that a o /? = /g. 
Example 1.3.4 In the category Ens, injective functions are sections and sur-
jective functions are retractions. 
Definition 1.3.6 A morphism a : A -^ B in a category C is called an isomor-
phism if and only if it is both section and retraction. 
Example 1.3.5 In the category Ens, bijection functions are isomorphism of the 
category. 
Theorem 1.3.1 Every section (co-retraction) is a monomorphism but the converse 
need not be true. 
Proof Let a : A ^ B he a section (co-retraction) in a category C.Then there 
exists P : B -^ Am C such that P o a = IA 
Now consider two morphisms di,92 '• X -^ A in C such that 
X%A^B = X'-^A^X 
I.e., 
ao6i= ao62 
=> /3 o (a o 5i = /? o (a o 62) 
=> ((3 o a) o ^1 — (/? o a) o 2^ 
^ IAOOI = IA^02 
^ 0, = 62 
It shows that a is left cancelable and hence it is a monomorphism. 
For the converse, we have the following example: 
Example 1.3.6 We consider a morphisni / : Z ^ Z in category ;jMod defined 
bv /(??.) = 2n for all n G Z.We suppose a Z-morphism h : Z -^ Z exists such that 
we have for any integer 7?, G Z, 
2.h{n) = /i(2n) (as /j is a module homomorphism) 
~ ^(/("O) [since f{n) = 2n) 
= hof{n) 
= n 
particularly if we take 7?, = 1, then 2./i(l) = 1. 
whicli is impossible as equation 2x = 1 has no solution in Z but it is a monomor-
phism since it is injective. 
Theorem 1.3.2 Every retraction is an epimorphism but the converse need not 
be true. 
Proof Suppose a : A ^ B he a retraction in the category C. Then there exist 
p: B -^ A'mC such that aop = I^. 
we take two morphisms 71,72 : B -^ X such that 
A^B^X=A^B^X 
I.e., 7i 0 Q = 72 0 a 
=> (71 o a) o /? =: (72 oa)o p 
=> 71° (« o /S) = 72 o [a o P) 
=> 7i = 72 
It follows from the above that a is right cancellable and is an epimorphism. 
Conversely we iiave the following example: 
Example 1.3.7 In zMod consider the object Q-p defined as follows. Let p be a 
prime and let 
Qp={a- e Q; (3^ G Z)(3n £ M) x r= kp-^} 
Then Qp is a subgroup of Q, and Z is a subgroup of Qp. Let / : Qp/Z —> Qp/Z 
be given by f{x + Z)=px + Z. Then it is readily seen that / is a Z-morphism. Since 
kp""+Z=p{kp-''-^+Z] 
we see that / is snrjective and so there is certainly a mapping h : Qp/Z —» Qp/Z 
such that / o h = id. But no such Z-morphism can exists. For suppose that h were 
such a Z morphism. Then we would have 
p-'+ Z=f[h{p-'+ Z)]^p[h{p~'+ Z)] 
=h[p{p-' + Z)] 
=h{Q + Z) 
=Q + Z 
which is impossible since x + Z=0 + Z if and only if x e Z. Thus we see that / is 
not a retraction. It is , however epic since it is surjective. 
Definition 1.3.7 A category C is called factorisable if every morphism / in C can be 
expressed in the form moe where m is a monomorphism and e is an epimorphism.C is 
called uniquely factorisable if every such factorisation is unique upto isomorphism in 
the sence that if / = m o e where m is a monomorphism and e is an epimorphism, 
then there is a unique isomorphism ^ such that in the diagram (oe =e,Tno^ = m . 
Definition 1.3.8 An object [/ of a category C is called an initial object if for 
every object X of C, the set Morc{U,X) is singleton. 
Dually, an object U of a category C is called a terminal object if for every object 
X of C, the set Morc{X, U) is singleton. 
Definition 1.3.9 An object 0 of a category C is said to be a zero object if it 
is both initial and terminal in C. 
Examples 1.3.8 (i) <}) is initial in the category Ens and {cp} (indeed any singleton 
set) is terminal. 
(ii) {1} is both initial and terminal in Grp. 
(iii) Z is initial in Ringi. There is no terminal object in Ringi. 
(iv) trivial rings and trivial modules are zero objects in Ring and Mod respectively. 
Remark A category that has an initial object and terminal object need not have a 
zero object. The category Ens has no zero object. 
Definition 1.3.10 A morphism X —> F in a category C is called a zero morphism 
if it factors through a zero object i.e., a morphism X -^ Y is & zero morphism if 
X—>y = X—>Z—>y, where Z denotes zero object in C. 
A zero morphism X —> F is generally denoted by OXY-
1.4. UNIVERSAL CONSTRUCTIONS IN CATEGORIES 
Definition 1.4.1 Let / be an arbitrary set of indices and let {A,}jg/ be a family of 
objects in the category C. A product of this family is an object P, with morphism 
Pi : P —> y4, such that for an}^ object X and for any family {/j : X —> Ai}i^j there 
is exactly one morphism J : X -^ P with /;,/ = /, for alH € / and the following 
diagram is commutative: 
The product of the family of objects {A}i6/ is denoted by H A-
i&i 
Definition 1.4.2 Let / be an arbitrary set of indices and let {A}ie/ be a family of 
objects in the category C. A co-product of this family is an object S, with mor-
phism itj : .4j —> 5 such that for any object Y and for any family {qi : Ai -* Y]i^i 
there is exactly one morphism ^ : 5 —> y with ^u^ = Qi for alH G / i.e. the following 
diagram is commutative: 
The sum of the family of objects ^Aiji^j is denoted by X] ^i-
lei 
Remcirk (i) A category C has products (co-products) if every family of objects 
in C has product (co-product). 
(ii) A category C has finite products (finite co-products) if every finite family of 
objects in C has product (co-product). 
(iii) Products and co-products are unique upto isomorphism. 
Examples 1.4.1 (i) The categories Ens, Grp and Ring have arbitrary products. 
(ii) In the category Grp, the free product of groups is considered as the co-product 
of the objects, 
(iii) In the category Ens. disjoint union of sets is considered as the co-product of 
the objects. 
Definition 1.4.3 Let C be a category and / , ^ : ^ -^ B be a pair of morphisms 
in C. Then a : K -^ A is known as an equahzer (difference kernel) of / and g if 
foa = goa. 
And to each object X of C and to each morphism P : X -^ A s\ich that /o/3 = go/5 
there exists a unique morphism u : X -^ K such that the diagram 
K^AJ^B \r 
X 
is commutative, i.e. ci o u = /3. 
Propert ies (i) Each equalizer is a monomorphism. 
(ii) Any two equalizers for a pair of morphisms are isomorphic. 
(iii) In the category Ens, Grp if / , g : A -^ B and let T — {x e A;f{x) = g{x)}. 
Then the canonical inclusion i :T -^ A is the equahzer of / , g. 
Dual to the notion of an equalizer we can define a co-equalizer. 
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Definition 1.4.4 Let C be a category and f,g : A -^ B he a pair of morphisms in 
C. Then a : B ^ K is known as a co-equalizer of / and giiaof = aog 
And to each object X of C and to each morphism ft : B —^ X such that fto f — ftog 
there exists a unique morphism u : K -^ X such that the diagram 
A B K 
u. 
X 
is commutative i.e.u o a — ft 
Properties (i) Every co-equahzer is an epimorphism. 
(ii) Any two co-equahzers for a pair of morphisms are isomorphic. 
(iii) In the category Set2 of two-element sets no two distinct morphisms have a 
equalizer or a coequalizer. 
Remark A category C has equalizers (co-equalizers) if every pair of morphisms 
in C has an equalizer (co-equalizer). 
Definition 1.4.5 Let C be a category and / : / ! — > C , ^ i B ^ C b e a pair 
of morphisms with a common codomain C. An object P of C together with a pair 
of morphism a : P ^ A, /3 : P ^ B is called a puUback diagram if the following 
conditions hold: 
( i ) / o a = 50/3, 
(ii) for any object A' of C and for a pair of morphism ^ : X -^ A, 6 : X ^ B such 
that / o -, = g o (5, there is a imique morphism rj : X -^ P such that a orj = -y and 
ft orj — 5. 
Dually we can define pushout 
Definition 1.4.6 Let C be a category and f : A ^ B,g : A ^ C he a, pair of 
morphisms with a common domain A. An object Q of C together with a pair of 
morphism a : B ^> Q, ft : C -* Q is called a pushout diagram if the following 
conditions hold: 
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( i ) a o / = pog, 
(ii) for any object Y of C and for a pair of morphism j : B —* Y, 6 : C —* Y such 
that -y o f = 6 o g, there is a unique morphism rj : Q —* Y such that ij o a = -y and 
•q o P = 6. 
Properties (i)We say that C has pullbacks or pushouts if a pullback(pushout) exist 
for every pair of morphism for the same codomain(domain). 
(li) Pulll)acks(Pushouts) are ^mique upto isomorphism. 
Definition 1.4.7 If B is an object of a category C then by a subobject of B we 
shah mean a pair {A, f) consisting of an object A of C and a morphism f : A -^ B 
that is monic. 
Definition 1.4.8 Let {u^ : A^ -^ A}icj be a family of subobjects of an object A in 
C. An object A together with a morphism u : A —^ A is called the intersection 
of the given family of subobjects if the following conditions hold: 
(i) u : A' ^ A factors through each u,, i G / i.e., u : u^o Vi for some v^ : A —> A^ in 
C. 
(ii) for any X E C and morphism / : A' —> A which factors through Uj i.e., j = u^o f^ 
for some /^  : A' —* A^ in C. there exist a unique morphism ( : A' —> /I in C such 
that li o ^  = / . 
intersection A of the family is denoted by fl^t-
Example 1.4.2 In the category Grp, intersection of subgroups of a group can 
be considered as the intersection of subobjects of the category. 
Remark We say that C has intersections if any family of subobjects of an ob-
ject in C has intersection. 
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Definition 1.4.9 Let C be a category with zero object. If / : ^ 4 -^ B is a morphism 
in C tiien by a Kernel of / we shall mean an equalizer of the pair / , OAB-
Dually by a co-kernel of / we shall mean a coequalizer of the pair f,OAB-
Given f : A —> B in C a. morphism k : K -^ A is a kernel of / if and only if 
(i) f ok = OKB 
(ii) ii a : X -^ A is such that f o a = OXB then there is a unique morphism 
V : X ^> K such that the diagram 
X. 
'A-^-^B 
is commutative. 
Reversing the arrows, we obtain dually a characterization of cokernels. 
Examples 1.4.3 The categories Grp and /jMod have kernels and cokernels.If 
f : A —* B he a. group morphism (or an R- morphism) Then the algebraic ker-
nel of / is the subgroup(or submodule) 
Kerf = {xeA-J{x) = OB} 
The canonical embedding i : Kerf —> A is a kernel of / in categorical sense. 
U f : A —* B he & group morphism and N is the smallest normal subgroup of 
B containing Irrif. then the natural morphism r/ : B —* B/N is a cokernel of /.In 
the case of an H-morphism f : A —> B we replace 'normal subgroup' by submodule 
and obtain N = Imf. 
Remark (i) We say that C has kernels(co-kernels) if every morphism in C has a 
kernels(co-kernels). 
(ii) Kernels are monic and cokernels are epic. 
(iii) If C is a category with zero object then every monic(epic) morphism f : A -^ B 
has a kernel(cokernel),namely OZA, (OZB)-
Theorem 1.4.1 If C has finite products and equahzers then C has pullbacks. 
Theorem 1.4.2 The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) C has finite products and equalizers 
(h) C has finite products and finite intersections. 
(iii) C has pullbacks and a terminal object. 
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1.5. STRUCTURES ON CATEGORIES 
Definition 1.5.1 A category C is called a balanced category if every bimorphism 
in C is an isomorphism. 
Example (i) The category Ens is balanced, since every function which is both in-
jective and snrjective is bijective. 
(ii) The category Grp is balanced, since every homomorphism which is monomor-
phism and epimorphism both is also an isomorphism. 
(iii) Every discrete category is trivially a balanced category because every morphism 
is an identity morphism. 
Remark The category DivAb and Ring are not balanced. 
Definition 1.5.2 A category C is called left complete if every pair of morphisms 
in C has an equalizer and every family of objects in C has a product. 
D\ially, 
Definition 1.5.3 A category C is called right complete if every pair of morphisms 
in C has a co-equalizer and every family of objects in C has a co-product. 
Definition 1.5.4 A category C is called a complete category if it is both left 
complete as well as right complete. 
Definition 1.5.5 A category C is called normal if 
(i) C has a zero object. 
(ii) every morphism in C has a kernel and co-kernel. 
(iii) every monomorphism in C is a kernel. 
1.6. FUNCTORS , NATURAL TRANSFORMATION AND ADJOINT 
FUNCTORS 
Definition 1.6.1. Let C and V be two categories.A function F : C ~^V which as-
signs to each object X of C, an object F[X) of V and to each morphism a : X -^Y 
of C, a morphism F{a) : F{X) -^ F{Y) of V is called a covariant functor from C 
to V if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(ii)if P o a is defined in C, then F(/3) o F{a) is defined in V and 
F(/? o a) = F{l3) 0 F{a) 
for all a e Morc{X, Y), P e Morc{Y, Z) and for all X, Y, Z, € ObjC 
A contravariant functor F from C to P is a covarient functor from C to V*. 
For such a functor the only change in the above definition is that in this case we 
have F{P o a) = Fao F/3. 
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Examples 1.6.1 (i) In a category C the assignment Ic : C —> C described by 
setting \cX = X for every object X of C and \cf = / for every morphism of C 
defines a functor known as identity functor on C. 
(ii) If C is a subcategory of a category V, the assignment I : C -^ V described by 
setting IX = X for every object X of C and If = f for every morphism of C defines 
a functor called the inclusion functor from C to T>. 
(iii) A fimctor F : Grp -^ Ens which assigns to each group G in Grp,the underly-
ing set G in Ens and to each group homomorphisra a : G —> G in Grp,a function 
a : G -* G in Ens,is called a forgetful functor. 
Definition 1.6.2 A functor T : B ^ C is called full when to every pair B,B' 
of objects of B and to every morphism g : TB —^  TB of C, there is a morphism 
f:B~^B'o(B with g = Tf. 
Definition 1.6.3 A functor T : B —* C is called faithful when to every pair B, B' 
uf objects of B and to every pair of parallel arrows of B, the equality T/i = T/2 : 
TB-^TB' mi plies /-, = /2. 
Definition 1.6.4 A functor T : B -^ Cis called representative if for every C G |C| 
there is an object B 6 |B| such that TB and C are isomorphic. 
Definition 1.6.5 li F,G : C —^ V are functors then a natural transformation 
from F to G is a rule that assigns to each object A of C a morphism TJA : FA -^ GA 
of V in such a way that associated with every morphism f : A —^ B inC there is a 
commutative diagram 
FA-^GA 
Ff Gf 
FB-^GB 
A 
f 
^^  
B 
We shall denote such a natural transformation by ?] : F -^ G 
If 7]y^  is an isomorphism for every y4 6 |C| then rj is called a natural equivalence or 
natural isomorphism. 
Definition 1.6.8 Let F : C —^ V and G : P —> C be two given functors; then 
(F, G) is called a pair of adjoint fimctors if there is a natural isomorphism 
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(j); Morv{FC, D) ^ Morc{C, GD) 
of the bifunctors from C*xV into Ens, where Ens is the category of sets, (p is called 
the adjunction isomorphism for (F, G). we also say that [F^G.cj)) is an adjunction 
from C to P. 
Theorem 1.6.1 The functor F : C —> "D is left adjoint to G : 2) -+ C if and 
only if there are natural transformations r] : MQ -^ GF and ^ : FG —» Id-p such 
that both the following composites are the identities of G and F respectively. 
G ^ GFG ^ G 
F ^ FGF ^ F 
We call 1] the unit and ^ the counit of adjunction. 
Example 1.6.2 The coproduct \} : C x C —^ C is left adjoint to the diagonal 
functor A : C -^ C X C. To verify this, let T) ; /d -^ A [] and ( : U A ^ /d be the 
unit and counit of adjunction given by 
ri{A,B) - {A,B) —^ {AUB,AUB] i.e. injections 
A^iAJlB) 
B^{A]lB) 
and ((r) =- cUc -^ c, If we consider the diagram 
iAB) ^{A,B 
V 
V{A,B) 
\/ 
r^(A ,B ) 
A]l(A,B)^A]l{A\B') 
Then this yields 
-^M',S' (A 5) 
(AUB,/lll5)->(^'ll5'>^'IJfi' 
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which is obviously a commutative diagram. 
Next if we consider the diagram 
(^u^)=]iic,c)=n A(c) -> n^(^')=\iic\c') = (c'ljc' 
i(C) 
w 
C 
V ,«(c 
This diagram can also be written as 
(cllc)^(c'Uc') 
which is again a coraninlative diagram. Hence we conclude that rj and ^ are both 
natural transformations. Moreover, 
(Aeor?A)(C) = Ae(C)or?A(C) 
=.A(CUC-C)or?(C,C) . 
= {CJlC ^ C,Cl[C -^ C) o {C 
= {IcJc) 
= hc.c) 
= / A ( C ) 
I.e., A^ o r;A = /A 
cl[c,c^c]lc) 
and 
(eiioU,?)(A,5) = eII(A5)oii^(A5) 
= i{A]lB)m^]lB) - {A]lB) o {{AJlB) {A]lB)]l{A]lB)) 
l(Al}B) 
'IJ(A,B) 
z.e >eIIoII^ = n^ 
1.7. LIMITS 
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Definition 1.7.1 Let J be a small category and F : J —> C be a covariant functor. 
A limit (Projective limit,inverse limit) of F is an object L of the category C 
together with raorphisms ux : L —^ F{X) defined for each object X of J such that 
the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For any morphism j : X -^ Y m J, the diagram 
F(X) 
m 
•i ^F{Y) 
is commutative 
(ii) If B is an object of C and Vx '• B -^ F{X) are defined for each X such that 
,F{X) 
7 ^F{Y) 
is commutative, then theie exist a unique morphism "f : B ^ L, such that the 
diagram 
B 
7 
->L 
F{X) 
commutes. 
ux : L —y F(X) or simply u : L F is also called a limiting cone in C for the 
functor F and L is called a limit object. 
Definition 1.7.2 The category C is called a complete category if every func-
tor F : J -^ C from a small category J to C has a limit in C. 
Dually, we can have the corresponding definitions for colimits. 
1.8. BIFUNCTORS AND PRODUCT CATEGORY 
Definition 1.8.1. Let B and C be arbitrary categories. A new category B x C 
known as product category is defined as follows: 
An object of ;B x C is a pair {B, C) of objects B of B and C of C; a morphism 
{B, C) -> {B', C') of B X C is a pair (J,g) of morphisms f : B ^ B'and g : C ^ C' 
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and the composition of two such morphisms 
is defined by {f\g') o {f,g) = [f o f,g' o g) 
Functors Pg and Pc 
B^BxC'^C 
called tlie projections of the prod\ict are defined by 
Pi3{B,C) = Ba.ndPs{f,g) = f 
and correspondingly for Pc they have the following property: 
Given any category D and two finictors 
B^V^C 
there is a unique functor F : V -^ B x C with PB{F) = R and Pc{F) = T, de-
fined as for any D in D F{D) = [RD.TD] and for any h m V F{h) = {Rh.TIi). 
Definition 1.8.2. If B, Cand V are arbitrary categories. Then the functors 
S : B K C —> V from a product category are called Bifunctors. The images of 
{B,C) and (/, .9) in V are denoted by S{B,C) and S{f,g) respectively. If / ' / and 
g g are defined in B and C respectively, then 
S{f'f,9'g) = S{f',g')S{f..g) 
Functors Ps and PQ are special cases of bifunctors. 
Two given functors U : B -^ B' ,V : C -^ C' have a product U xV : B xC -^ B' xC' 
which is defined on objects (S,C) and morphisms (/, 9) of B x C by taking 
U X ViB.C) = {UB,VC), U X V{f,g) = {Uf,Vg) 
1.9. FUNCTOR CATEGORY, CATEGORY OF SMALL CATEGORIES 
Definition 1.9.1 Let A and B be two arbitrary categories. The category of func-
tors or (functor category) from A\.o B denoted by \A, B\ is the category whose 
objects are the covariant functors from AioB and whose morphisms are the natural 
transformations between such functors. The composition of its morphisms is that 
of natural transformations, [c.f. 1.6]. 
such a category is also denoted by S- .^ 
The category \A, B\ inherits properties of B and a morphism a : S —^ T 
in [,4, B] has properties which are common to all the morphisms a A ; S(A) —> T{A) 
in B. We now state some of the properties of these categories. 
Proposition* 1.9.1 If B is a category with products (coproducts) then the cate-
gory of functors {A,B] is a category with products (coproducts). 
Proposition 1.9.2 If JB is a category with equalizers (coequalizers) then the cate-
gory of functors [A,B] is also a category with equalizers (coequalizers). 
Proposition 1.9.3 If B is a complete (cocomplete) category then so is the cat-
egory [A,B]. 
Proposition 1.9.4 If B is a category with pullbacks (pushouts) then so is the 
category [A, B]. 
Definition 1.9.2 The category of small categories denoted by 'Cat' is the cate-
gory whose objects are small categories and whose morphisms are functors between 
such categories. The composition of morphisms is same as that of functors 
Definition 1.9.3 For any category C, the category [2,C] or C^ is the category 
of morphisms of C; its objects are morpliisms f : A -^ B oi C and its morphisms 
/ ^ / are those pairs /i, k of morphisms in C for which the square 
A ^ A' 
A > A 
is commutative. 
There is the functor 'domain' A° : C^  —> C which assigns to each object / of C'^ 
its domain and the morphism {h, k) of C ,^ the morphism h of C. Similarly there is 
associated the functor 'codomain' A' : C^  ^ C, where A / is the codomain of f. 
2C. 
Definition 1.9.4 Two categories C and V are isomorpiiic if there are functors 
F -.C -^V mdG -.V -^C such that GF = Idc and FG = Id-p. 
1.10. PRESERVATION,REFLECTION,CREATION 
Definition 1.10.1 Let H : C ^ V he a. covariant functor. We say that H pre-
serves limits of functors F : J —> C if tlie following condition is satisfied: If the 
object L of C with morphism ux '• L -^ F{X) defined for each object X of J is the 
limit of F, then the object H{L) together with morphism H{ux) • H{L) -^ HF{X) 
is a limit of HF. 
In other words, H : C -^ T> preserves limits of functors F : J -^ C when every 
hmiting cone ux : L -^ F{^) in C yields a hmiting cone H{ux) : H{L) —> HF{X) 
in D 
A functor is called continuous when it preserves limits. 
Likewise we can define preservation of products(coproducts), equalizers(co-
equalizers). 
Definition 1.10.2 A functor G : A —^ B is said to reflect coHmits of T : J —> .A 
when every cone u : T -^ A from T to A £ A for which u : GT —> GA a cohmiting 
cone in B is already a colimiting cone in A. 
A functor G is said to reflect coequalizers when every fork in A which becomes 
a coequalizer in B is already a coequalizer in A. 
Definition 1.10.3 A functor V : A —> B is said to create limits for a functor 
F : J —> A if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(i) To every limiting cone u : 5 —> VF in B there is exactly one pair [A, v) consisting 
of an object A 6 \A\ with VA = Band a cone v : A —^ F with Vv = u. 
fii) This cone ?; : A —> F is a limiting cone in A. 
^t) 
A functor G : A -^ B creates coequalizers for a parallel pair f,g : A ^ A 
in A when to each coequalizer q : GA —^ X of Gf, Gg in B there is a unique object 
c and a unique arrow u : A —> c with Gc = X and Gu = q and moreover this unique 
arrow is a coequalizer of / and g 
Similarly we can define creation of equalizers, products , coproducts, cohmits etc. 
1.11. COMMA CATEGORIES 
The general construction of comma category is as follows: 
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Definition 1.11.1 Given categories and functors 
B^C^V 
The Comma Category (T J. 5) has objects all triples {B, £), / ) with B m B, D in 
V and / : TB —» SD and as morphisms {B,D,f} —> {B\D\f) all pairs {k^h) of 
arrows k : B —> B , h : D --> D such that / oTk = Sho f 
Objects(B,D,f): 
TB 
f 
V 
SD 
Tk I 
TB^TB 
f 
;morphisms {k, h): 
SD - ^ SD' 
where the sqnare is commutative. The composite {k ,h) o [k, h) is {k o k,h oh), 
whenever it is defined. 
The other comma categories are special cases of this category. 
we give the definitions of some familiar comma categories. 
Definition 1.11.2 If A is an object of the category C, the comma category [A [ C) 
of objects under A is the category with objects all pair (5 , / ) where B is an object 
of C and f : A -^ B a, morphism of C, and with morphism. t : {B,f) -^ {B',/) 
those morphism.s t : B -^ B of C for which tf = f The composition of morphisms 
in {A I C) is given by the composition of morphisms t in C. 
Dually we can define the comma category (C J, A) of objects over A. 
Examples 1.11.1 (i) If * denotes any one point set, and X is any set, then each 
function * -^ X is just the selection of a point in the set X; hence (* J, Ens) is just 
the category of pointed sets. Moreover * is terminal in <S,the category of sets, so 
there is always a unique X —^ *; therefore (Ens | *) is isomorphic to Ens. 
(ii) {Z I Ab) is the category of abelian group, each with a selected element. 
on the other hand, Z is a ring and the category {Ri [ Z) is the category whose 
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objects are rings equipped with a morphism ^ : R -^ Z (called a ring R with an 
"augmentation" ^) and whose morphisms are homomorphisms of rings preserving 
the augmentation. 
Definition 1.11.3 Let A be an object of the category C and T : B —^ V a functor, 
the comma category [A | T) of objects T-under A has as objects all pairs {B,h) 
with B G |B| and b : A ^ TB and as morphisms / : (B,6) —> {B\b') all those 
morphisms f : B -^ B in S for which b = Tfb. The composition of morphisms 
in {A I T) is given by the composition of morphisms / in B\ and the equality of 
morphisms in [A [ T) means their equality as morphisms of B. 
Dually we can define the comma category [T [ A) of objects T-over A. 
T is a functor from a category B to a category C and A is an object of C. 
The objects of the category (T | A) are pairs (5,6) with B an object of B and 
6 -. TB -^ A, and the morphism / : {B,b) -+ {B',b) are the morphisms f : B —> B' 
in B for which b o Tf = b. The composition of morphisms in (T J, A) is given by 
the composition of morphisms / in B. 
Example 1.11.2 Let U : Grp -^ Ens be the forgetful functor from the cate-
gory of groups to the category of sets. Then for each set X an object of {X [ U) is 
a function X —> UG from X into the underlying set of some group G. For example 
the function mapping X into the vmderlying set of the free group generated by the 
elements of X is one such object. 
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CHAPTER 2 
COMMA CATEGORY 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
In chapter- 2, we study comma category (T J, A) and General Comma category 
(T i 5)[cf. chapter-Ij 
A functor Q : (T [ A) —» B,is cahed the projection of the comma category(T J, 
A) is defined as, Q assigns to each object {B,b] of (T [ A), the object 5 of S and 
to each morphism / : (S,6) —> {B ,b] the morphism / : B —> B' in B.Most 
of the results depend upon the behaviour of the projection of the comma category 
Q:{TiA)^B. 
In this chapter, we study products and co-products in {T J, A) in sec-
tion(2,2.),equalizers and co-equalizers in section(2.3.), pullbacks and pushouts,limits 
and co-limits in sections (2.4.) and (2.5.) respectively.In section (2.6.), we consider 
another category {T I A) and determine a pair of adjoint functors for the categories 
[T I A) and {T' [ A'). 
In case of General comma category {T | S) projection functor Q : (T [ S) —> 
JS X "D is defined as:Q assigns to each object (S, D, / ) in {T [ S) the object {B,D) 
m B xV and to each morphism {u,v) : (B ,D , / ) -^ {B\D',J') in (T i S), the 
morphism (n, ?;) ; {B,D) -^ [B ,D). 
V\'e also study the creation, reflection, preservation of various categorical no-
tions of General Coirima category (T J, S) in this chapter. We discuss products, 
co-products, equalizers and co-equalizer in section(2.7.), pullbacks and pushouts in 
section(2.8.) and limits, co-hmits in sec,tion(2.9.). 
2.2. PRODUCTS AND CO-PRODUCTS IN (T [ A) 
Theorem 2.2.1 The projection Q : {T [ A) —• B of the comma category pre-
serves, creates and reflects the products. 
Proof Let / be a set and {Bi,bi) be an /-indexed family of objects of {T J. A) 
and (P,p) together with p,, : (P,p) —» {Bi.bi) be the product of the objects {B^^bi) 
in (T 1 .4). 
Consider an object X and morphism Xj : X —> Bj in B, then, TX and Txi are in 
C and if we set the composition b^Txi = x for all i € / it follows that {X,x) is an 
object of (T J, A) and Xi are morphisms (X, x) —> (B,, bi). By definition of product, 
there exist a unique morphism, say, / : (X, x) —> {P,v) such that pij = xt This 
proves that Q preserves products. 
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For proving creation, let P together with Pi : P -^ Bi he the product of 
the family of objects {Bi)i^i in B. If we take the composition biTpi = p, say, then 
[P,p) is in ( r I .4) and Pi are morphisms (P,p) -* (5^,6^) in (T J. ^1). We assert 
that {{P,p),Pi]ie[ is the product of the family (Bj,6i)ig/ in (T J, 74).Consider (X, x) 
hi {T I A) together with morphisms Xi : {X,x) —> {Bi,bi). As P is the product 
of the family (Bj)ig/, there exist a unique morphism, say, f : X —* P such that 
p , / = X,. Also 
pTf = b^TpiTf = 5,Txj = X 
i.e. / is a morphism (X, x) -^ {P,p) in (T j A). This proves our assertion. 
Tiie reflection part can easily be deduced from tiie creation part. 
2.3. EQUALIZERS AND COEQUALIZERS IN {T [ A) 
Theorem 2.3.1 The projection Q : {T [ A) —> B of the comma category cre-
ates equalizers. 
Proof Let / i , / , : (Bi,5i) ^ (B2,f'2) be two morphism of (T i A) and let {E,k) 
be the equalizer of /i and /2 as morphisms in B. Then from fik ~ f^k we have 
T/i o TA; = r / 2 o TA;. Let hiTK = e;so (£, e) is an object of (T [ A) and /c is a 
morphism {E,e) —> {Bi,h\) with /i/c = /2/i: in (T J. yl). We show that {{E,e)\k} 
is the equalizer of / i , /2 : (5i,6i) —+ (52,62). Consider another object {X,x) of 
(T i ^ ) and a morphism g : (Z,x) -> (5i,5i) with /15 = fig. Then /igr = fig in 
Z? and therefore there is a unique u : X -^ E m B with ku = g. It only remains to 
show that V. is a morphism (X, x) —> (£, e) in {T I A). We have 
e o Tu = 5i o T/c o Tu = 61 o Tg = X 
which shows that u is in (T [ A). 
Tk Tf, 
TE >TBi > TB2 
Tf2 
Corollary 2.3.1 Q : {T [ A) -^ B reflects equalizers. 
Corollary 2.3.2 Q : {T [ A) —* B preserves equalizers. 
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Theorem 2.3.2 Q : {T [ A) —^ B reflects coequalizers if T : B —* C preserves 
coequalizers. 
Proof Let / i , /2 : (Bi.^i) -^ (52,^2) be two morphisms in (T [ A), {X,x) be 
an object of (T I A) and q : (B2, ^ 2) -^ i^,^) with g/i = g/2 in (T J, yl) be sucli 
that {X;q) is the coequahzer of / i , /2 : B^ —> B2 in B. As T preserves coequaliz-
ers [TX\Tq) is the coequalizer of T/i ,T/2 : r i J i —> 7^2 in C It is to show that 
{{X,x)\q] is the coequahzer of / i , /2 in (T J, /4). Consider another object {K,k) 
in (7 1, y4) and a morphism h : {B2M) "^ (^,fc) with hfi = /i/s in (T i yl) then 
/7,/i = /1/2 in B. Therefore, there is a unique morphism say u : X -^ K such that 
ug = h. It remains to sliow that u is a morphism {X,x) —> {K,k) in {T | A). We 
have k o Tu o Tq = k o Th = b2 — X o Tq. 
As Tq is the coequalizer, koTu — x and this completes the proof 
TB y TB2 - ^ Tx 
The following can be proved on similar lines. 
Theorem 2.3.3 Q : [T [ A) -^ B creates coequahzers if T : 5 —> C preserves 
coequalizers. 
Theorem 2.3.4 Q : [T [ A) —^ B preserves coequalizers if T preserves them. 
Theorem 2.3.5 Q : {T ]. A) —> B preserves coequalizers if any one of the fol-
lowing conditions holds: 
(i) B is a category with coequalizers and T preserves them, 
(ii) yl is a terminal object. 
2.4. FULLBACKS AND PUSHOUTS IN (T | A) 
Theorem (2.4.1) Every diagram [ 
—> in (T J, A) can be enlarged to a pullback 
diagram if B admits pullbacks. 
Proof Consider the following diagram of objects and morphisms in (T J, A) 
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(5i,6i) 
( 5 2 , 5 2 ) - ^ ( 5 , 6 ) 
ri) 
and let 
V V 
(11 
B,-^B 
be a pullback in B, i.e., /ii/cj = /i2^2- This gives Th\Tki —'•Th2Tk2. Therefore 
hThiTk^ = hThiTki. FVom (1) we obtain tiTfci = baTfej = p(say).So that (P,p) is 
an object in (T [ A), morphisms ki £ (T | A) and 
. . C3) 
P,p)^{B,,h 
V 
' ' 2 . 
Y 
(52 ,^2 )^ (5 ,6 ) 
is a commutative square in (T | A). Consider another commutative square in 
{TIA) 
{P\i)^{BrA] 
qi hi 
Y 
(4-) 
Y 
(52,52 {B.b) 
Tliis yields hiQi — /i2'?2 i" B. Therefore there is a unique morphism say r : P' -^ P 
in B such that fc^r = g^ , i=l,2 Further, 
pTr = b{TkiTr, z = 1,2 
= biTq^, 1 = 1,2 
= p from{A) 
Theorem 2.4.2 Every diagram [ 
in ( r J. .4) can be enlarged to a pullback diagram if C admits pullbacks and T is a 
full, representative, faithful functor. 
Proof Assume that 
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X-J^TBi 
h 
V Y 
Thi 
TB2 ^  TB 
Is a puUback in C.We may take X = TP for some P in B and fi = Tki , i=l,2 
for fci ; F -> 5^ in S. So that bThiTh = 67^ /12^ /^ 2 or 61 /^^ 1 = 63 /^^ 2 = p. Using 
faithfulness of T, one concludes that (3)is a commutative square in {T i A). If 
we consider (4) in (T i A), we obtain ThyTqi = Th^Tq^ and hence a unique mor-
phisra n : TP' -^TP mC such that Tku = T^i, i=l,2. As T is full u ^ Tr for 
some r in S. We have shown above that r is a morphism {P',p) -> iP,p) in {T i A). 
Corolitiry (2.4.1) The projection Q : {TI A) -^ B preserves puUbacks. 
Proof Let us assume that (3) is a pullback. By definition of cv^ mma category 
hiki = h2k2 in B. Let 
P'-^^B, 
h2 V 
>B 
<}2 
B2-
be a commutative square in B. As in Theorem(2.4.1) and Theorem (2.4.2), one may 
get p : TP -> A implying that [P ,p ) and qi are in (T i A),. Hence hiqi ~ h2q2 
in (T i A) giving rise to a unique morphism (say) r : {P',p') -> {P,p) such that 
kiT = Q,:, i=l,2 in {T i A). By definition r is a morphism P' -^ P m B satisfying 
kr = q, 
Theorem 2,4.3 Every diagram -> 
i 
in (T I A) can be enlarged to a pushout diagram if 
(i) B admits pushouts and T is pushout preserving. 
or(ii) C admits pushouts and T is a full, representative, faithful functor. 
Proof Consider the following diagram of objects and morphisms 
{B,b)~^{BM 
/12 
Y 
(B2,f'2) 
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It is same as the commutative diagram 
i.e.biThi = b ~ b2Th2 
(i) Let 
TB - ^ TBi 
Th2 
V h V TBo - ^ ^ A 
B-^B, 
h2 
V V 
B^^^S 
be a pushout in B. As T is puslaout preserving, 
TB ^ TBi 
V 
r/i2 
2 
Tfc, 
V 
TBo ^ TS 
(1) 
(2) 
is a puslaout in C. By definition there exist a unique morphism s : TS —> A 
for which sTki = b^, i = 1,2. This imphes that the object {S,s) and morphism 
ki,i = 1,2 are in (T J. A) and the square 
(B,5) A ( B i , 5 i ) 
1^2 
V 
fc2. 
V 
fc, 
( B 2 , M ^ > ( 5 , 5 ) 
(4) 
is commutative. We show that it is a pushout. Consider the commutative square 
{B,b)-^{B,M] 
h2 
V Y 
{B2M)^{S,s) 
(5) 
This yields qih-i = q2h2 in 5 . So that there is a unique morphism r : S -^ S 
with rki = gj for i = 1,2. 
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Furthermore, in the above diagram s Tqi = bi, i = 1,2. Now 
s TrTki = s Tqi 
= sTki,i = 1,2. 
Since s is unique, sTr = s and hence r is a morphism {S, s) 
(ii) Let 
TB --% TBi 
{S\s)m{T[A). 
Th2 
V 
TB. h ^X 
be a pushout in C. As T is full representative, we consider X — TS for 5 in 5 
and fi = Tki for k^ : i3, -^ 5, i = 1,2. So that TkiTh\ = Tk2Th2 and as (1) is 
commutative, we obtain a unique morphism (say) s : TS —> A such that sTki — hi 
for i = 1,2. This imphes that (5, s) is an object in (T J, 1^) and k^ i — 1,2 are 
morphisms in (T | .4) Since T i.s faithful fci/ij = kih^ and hence square (4) is 
commutative. Again let (5) be in (T j /I). From this we have gj/ij = qihi in 5 
, so that Tq{Th\ = Tq-iTh-i- Therefore there is a unique r : TS -^ TS in C for 
which y-r/Cj = Tq^,i=l,2. As T is full, r = Tr^ for some ri : S ^ S' in B and we 
have TviTk, = Tq,, i = 1,2. Faithfulness of T implies that riki = Qi. By using 
uniqueness of s, it can be proved that rj is a morphism {S, s) —> (5 ,5 ) in (T | .4). 
Corollary 2.4.2 Q : {T [ A) —* B preserves pushouts if /I is a terminal object. 
Proof Let us assume that (4) is a pushout diagram. It is to verify that (2) is a 
pushout. Obviously /cj/zi = 2^/7.2 in B. If we consider another commutative square 
in B, tlien by using A is a terminal object, we see that it is commutative square in 
{T I A). Hence the result follows immediately. 
2.5. LIMITS AND CO-LIMITS IN {T [ A) 
Theorem 2.5.1 The projection Q : {T I A) -^ B creates limits of functors from a 
small category. 
Proof Let J be a small category and R : J —> [T [ A) he a, functor. Let L in 
B with ux : L ^ QR{X), defined for each object X of J, be the limit of QR. Then 
for J : X —> y in J, the following diagram is commutative 
^x ^^^ QR{X) 
Also the diagram 
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commutes in C.Let us denote the composition 
TL ^^' TQR{X) '-^ A^TL ^^' TQR{Y) % A 
by /, then (L,/) is an object of (T [ A) and UX,UY are morphism in (T | >!) and 
the diagram 
R{j) 
uy -~^R{Y) 
commutes. To show that it is a limit cone, consider another cone in (T J, A) 
vx ^^-^R{X) 
iB,b) 
then 
B = Q{B^b) QR{j) i 
QvY —^ QR{y) 
commutes, therefore there is a unique morphism, sa)', r : B -^ L such that 
B- ->L 
v-x -^x 
QR{X) 
commutes. Moreover we liave 
/ o Tr = (7^  o Tux ° '^- = (Ixo Tvx = b 
showing that r is in [T [ A). 
Corollary 2.5.1 Q : {T I A] -^ B preserves and reflects hmits from a small cate-
gory. 
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Theorem 2.5.2 If T is a full, representative and faithfully functor then (T J. A) is 
a category with limits iff C is so. 
Proof Let (L, I) with Ux : {L, I) —> R{X) for each X in J, be the limit of 
R : J -^ {T I A). Then for j : X —> y in J, the diagram 
Ux ^ - ^ r R{X) 
m 
UY —^R{Y) 
commutes and hence we obtain the commutative diagram 
QR{X) 
QR{j) 
Uy = Quy 
which gives the commutative cone 
Tux 
TQR{Y) 
To show that it is a limit cone, consider another cone in C 
B 
vy —> TQR{Y) 
Since T is full, representative we obtain the commutative diagram 
A 
for B = TB and vx — Tvx, vy — Tvy if we set 
TB' -^ TQR[X) -^A = TB'^ TQR{X) -^ A = b' 
then {B ,b) is in {T [ A) and VX,'<'Y '^ re morphism in (T J, A) and faithfulness of 
T gives the commutative cone 
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{B\b' 
So there is a unique morphism r : [B ,b) —> {L,l) in [T [ A) such that 
r 
[B'.b') > ( L , 0 
Vy 
R{X) 
commutes. Trivially the diagram 
> L B' 
QR{X) 
in B, also commutes and hence we obtain the following commutative diagram in C 
Tr 
TB' '• > TL 
/ 
TQR{X) 
This proves that C is a category with limits. 
The converse part of the Theorem can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 2.5.3 The functor Q : {T [ A) ^ B h cocontinious \l T : B 
cocontinuous. 
C is 
Proof Let J be a small category and R: J -^ {T [ A) be a functor. Let (/v, k) an 
object of [T i A) with ux : R{X) —> [K, k), defined for each object X of J, be the 
colimit of R. Then for j : X —» F in J the following diagram commutes 
R{X) _ Ux 
{K,k) 
R{Y) 
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and hence the diagram 
QR{X) 
^-> Q{K,k) = K 
QR{Y) ' UY 
commutes also. Let B m B with vx • QR{X) —* B be the coUmit of QR. As T 
preserves colimifcs, it folloivs that TB in C with Tvx : TQR{X) -^ T{B) is the 
cohmit of TQR. If we consider the diagram 
TQR{X) 
TB^.,r*A 
TQR{Y) 
then by definition of cohmit, then is a uniq\ie morphism, h : TB —> A, making the 
above diagram commutative. Therefore (S,6) is an object in (T [ A) wir,h vx.vy 
as mor-phisms in (T i A) and the diagram 
R{X) - ^ vx 
{B,b) 
R{Y) — VY 
commutes. So there exist a unique morphism, say, r : {K,k) -^ {B,b) in B such 
that 
r 
[K.k)- y{BM 
R{X) 
commutes. Thus there is a unique morphism r : K 
r 
B in B such that 
QRiX) 
commutes. This proves that Q is cocontinuous. 
The following can be pro\'ed as a corollary 
Corollary 2.5.2 Q : {T [ A) -^ B is cocontinious if yl is a terminal object. 
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2.6. ADJOINT FUNCTORS 
In this section we determine a pair of adjoint functors for the categories (T i A) 
and (T ' i A'). The category(T' | A') 
Let T : B -^ C he a. functor distinct from T and A be an object of C other 
than A. Like {T i A) we can construct the comma category (T' i A'). 
Lemma 2.6.1 If Q' : T -> T be a natural transformation and u : A ^ A he 
a morphism in C, then for {B,b) in (T | ^ ) . The rule (B,6) -> {B,ubaB) defines a 
functor fi: {T i A) ^ {T' i A'). 
Proof If we define R on morphism as : for any morphism / : {B,b) —> {B' ,b') R{f) — 
f such that ub aB oT f = ubaB\ that is the following diagram commutes, 
T'B ^TB-'->A-^ A' 
V r / 
^ 
i' V 
T B ^TB - - > A 
It can easily be proved that /? is a functor. 
- > / ! ' 
Lemma 2.6.2 If C is a category with pullbacks and S : (T ' i A') -^ {T i A) 
is defined as : each {X,x) in (T J, .4 ) is associated to {Sx, sx) in (T I A) such that 
T{SX) 
Sx 
TA-
Y 
-> A' 
is a puUback, then 5 is a functor, if T is faithful. 
Proof Obviously .S'(^,.x) = [SX.Sx) is an object of (T i A). Let us define S 
on morphism; for any g : {X,x) -> {Y,y) 
S{g) = Sg such that SyT{Sg) = 5'x;this can be seen in the following commutative 
diagram 
>TY' 
the existence of a unique TSg follows from the definition of a pullback. 
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Theorem 2.6.1 If T is also faithful, The functors R and S defined above form 
a pair of adjoint functors for the categories (T i A) and (T ' | A'). 
Proof Let us define r] : Id -^ SR and e : RS -^ Ide{X,x) = {SX ^ X) To 
show that 1] and e are natural transformations, consider the diagram 
{B,b) 
„{B,h) 
V 
->{B ,b) 
viB'.b') 
V 
SR SR{B,b)^^SR{B ,b 
This yields the following 
in which the outer triangles are all commutative by virtue of the definition of the 
comma category. Moreover, the square is also commutative as it can be broken into 
the following commutative diagrams 
TB-
TB^TB 
A 4\ 
"B 
T'B -^ T'B\ 
->TB' 
->T{SB'] 
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Hence ?y is a natural transformation. 
Next, if we consider the diagram 
RS{X,x)-^RS{Y,y) 
e{X,x) 
V 
e{Y,y) 
{X,x) >{Y,y) 
then applying S and R we obtain the following commutative diagram 
>T'{SY)^^iis^^ 
T{SX)-^T(^Y) 
>T'0 •T{X) 
and hence e is also a natural transformation. 
Now considering the following composite natural transformations 
R ^ RSR '4 R 
and 
S ^ SRS ^ S 
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We have 
[eR o Ri]){B, b) = eR{B, b) o Rr]{B, b) 
= t{B,ubaB)oR{B-^SB) 
= {SB ^ 5) o (B -> SB) 
= IB 
= ^(B,UbaB) 
eR oRri^Ia 
{Se o 7/5) (X, i ) = Se{X, x) o i^S{X, x) 
= {S{SX)^X)or]{SX,Sx) 
= {S{SX) -^ SX) o {SX ^ S{SX)) 
= Isx 
~ hsx.Sx) 
= h-{x,x] 
Se o 7)5 = Is 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
In sections (2.7.),(2.8.)and (2.9.)we will discuss properties of general comma cat-
egory [T [ S). Thronght these three sections we will be using the fact that "B x T) 
possesses the property iff the categories B and V possess it", e.g., let us consider the 
case of product: assuming that (TTB ,^ TrDijig/ together with projections (p,, 9j)i6/ 
is the product of the family of objects [Bi, Di)^^j in B x D, then obviously TTB; 
wit.li PJ : TTB, —> B, is the product of B[S in B and -nDi with g, : nD^ —> D^  
is the product of D[S in V. The converse can also be similarly seen. Thus it fol-
lows that B X I? is a category with products iff B and V are categories with products. 
2.7 PRODUCTS AND CO-PRODUCTS IN (T | S) 
Theorem 2.7.1 Q : {T I S) -^ B x V creates products if D is a category with 
products and S presei'ves products. 
Proof Suppose / is the set of indices and (B,, Dt, /i) is the / indexed family of ob-
jects of {T I S). Let (TTB,, TTD,) together with (pt, qi)i^j be the product of (B^, Di)ig/ 
in B X D. As g, : TTDJ —> D, is a product diagram in T> and S preserves products, 
there exist a unique morphisms, say / : TTTB, —> nSDi making the following dia-
gram commutative 
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TTTB, = TTTB, - ^ Tfi, 
\/ V 
SnD, = irSD, - ^ SD, 
This means that (TTBJ, -nD,, f) a.nd (pj, gj) are in (T J, 5). To show that it is the prod-
uct of {B,, A , fi) in (T i 5). Consider [B, D,g) in (T [ S) with (p;,^; : (B, D,£;) ^ 
{Bi,D,,fj). By definition of products, there is a unique morphism {h,k) such that 
the following diagram commutative: 
( 5 , D ) ^ ( 7 r 5 , , 7 r A ] 
It remains to show tiiat [h. k.)\s infT J, ^i.e. we have to show that the diagram 
TB ^ TTTB, 
Y Y 
SD -^ Ti SD, 
commutes. We have 
S(h o f oTh = f oTpt oTh = /, o Tp'^ 
= 5gj o g = Sqi o Sk o g 
This implies / o Th = Sk o g. 
Now we can prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.7.2 Q : (T J. ..9) -^ B x V creates coproducts if JB is a category 
with coproducts and T preserves them 
the following can be deduced as corollaries to these theorems: 
Corollary 2.7.1 Q : {T [ S) ^ B x V reflects products and coproducts. 
Corollary 2.7.2 Q : {T [ S) ^ B x V preserves products (coproducts) if B 
and V are categories with products (coproducts) and T, S preserves these products 
(coproducts). 
Now we prove the creation property of Q : {T [ S) —^ B x V for equalizers. For 
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proving this we shall use the property that B xV is a. category with equalizers iff B 
and V are with equalizers. 
Theorem 2.7.3 Q : (T [ S) —» B x V creates equalizers if I? is a category with 
equalizers and S preserves equalizers. 
Proof Let 
(«1,"3) {B,,D,J)^^^^{B2,D,,g) 
be two rnorphisms in {T [ S) and let [Ki.K^) with {ki,k2) be the equalizer of 
( ' ' i , i ' - i ) 
in B X V. If we consider 
SK.2 ^ SD, ^ SD2 
A «V 
/ 
then, as 5 preserves equalizers, {SK2:, Sk^) is the equalizer of 5^2, Sv2 and moreover 
Su2fTki = Sv2JTk\\ therefore by definition of equalizer there exist a unique mor-
phism, say., A; ; TK^ —> SK2 making the above diagram commutative. It yields that, 
{Ki,K2,k) is an object of {T [ S) and (/«;i,/c2) with (ui,U2)(/ci, ^2) = (^'i,i'2)('^i, ^^"2) 
is a morphism in (T J, 5). We now claim that [Ki, K2, k) with [ki, ^2) is the equalizer 
of 
(wi.'^s) 
Consider {Xi,X2,h) and (51,^9) : {Xi,X2,h) —> {BuD^J) with (iii,U2)(?i,g2) 
('-"b ''-'2) (91,92) Then if we consider 
{kiM} (u i .u j ) 
iKr.K2)^^^{B,,D,)^ (82,02) 
(7,0 / ^ 
{XuX2) 
there is a unique morphism, say,(7,f) : (Xi,X2) —> {Ki,K2) making the above 
diagram commutative. Moreover we have 
^u 
ShikTr = fTkiTr = fTq^ = Sq2h = Sk2Sth 
Thus it follows that kTr = Sth and therefore (7, i) £ (T J, 5). Hence Q creates 
equalizers. 
Dually we can prove the following: 
Theorem 2.7.4 Q : [T [ S) —> B x V creates coequalizers if B is a category 
with coequalizers and T preserves coequalizers. 
2.8. FULLBACKS AND PUSHOUTS IN {T [ S) 
In this section we will discuss pullbacks and pushouts in (T [ S) and we make 
use of the fact that B x D is a category with pullbacks (pushouts) iff B and V are 
categories with pullbacks(pushouts) 
Theorem 2.8.1 Q : [T [ S) ^ B x T> creates pullbacks if S preserves pullbacks. 
In other words, every diagram j, 
—> in {T I S) can be extented to a pullback diagram 
if ;B X P is a category with pullbacks and S preserves pullbacks. 
{B2,D2j2)^^^^^{B,D,f) 
be in (T [ S) and let 
{P,Q)^^{B,.D, 
{11,12) 
\/ 
( 'Jl ,"2) 
( B , , D 2 ) i ^ ( 5 , D ) 
be a pullback in B x V. Then in the diagram 
TP Jh. 
\ 
\ 
N 
Svx 
v]/ 
TB. V SV2, V 
Su, 
•2- I ^SD^-^SD 
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IS pullback square and moreover 
Su2hTp, = fTu.Tp, = fTv.Tq, = Sv^f^Fqi 
Therefore theie exist a unique morphism, say g Tp —> SQ making the above dia-
gram commutative This means that {P,Q,g) is m (T J, S) and (pi,P2)(9i,'?2) are 
morphism m (T J, 5) and 
{ P , Q , 5 ) - ^ ^ ( B i , A , / i ) 
(91 92) 
V 
[U] U2) 
IS a commutative square We assert that the above square is a pullback m (T J, 5), 
Consider m [T [ S) the other commutative square with {P,Q,g) and {p\,P2){gi,(}2) 
IS replaced by 
which yields that 
{P,Q') - > ( 5 i , D i ) 
is commutative m ExV Then there is a unique morphism ,say, (xi, X2) {P ,Q ) ^ 
{P,Q) such that (pi,p2)(^i,a;2) = {Pi\Pi') and {qi,q2){iuX2) = [qi'^q-i) it only re-
mains to show that (0,1,22) is in (T [ S) As, 
Sp2gTxi = fiTp^Txi = fiTp[ = Sp'^g = SpiSxig 
It follovv's that gTx\ = S%29 and so (a:i,X2) is a morphism {P ,Q ,g) —> {P,Q,g) 
m (T i 5) 
Dually the following resul* can be pioved 
Theorem 2.8.2 Every diagram 
j, in (T J, 5) can be extented to a pushout diagram if 
B X D IS a categoiy witli pushout and T preserves pushout 
Let us define a functor Q [T I S) —> B x V such as 
Q assigns to each object [B, D, f) in (T J, S) the object [B, D) m B x D and to each 
morphism {u, v) ( 5 , D, / ) -^ {B\D\ / ' ) the morphism {u, v) (5 , D,) -^ (5 ' , D') 
The following can be pro\ed as a rorollai}' to the above theorems 
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Corollary 2.8.1 Q : {T i S) -^ B x V reflects pullbacks and pushouts. 
Corollary 2.8.2 The squares 
(T i S)-^ {T i S{D)) 
Pi 
and 
(;&xD) 
, {TiS)^m^)iS) 
p? 
'i 
-^V i^xV) 
are commutative. 
Proof Let us prove the commutativity of the square on the left. 
For any object (5 , D, / ) in (T i 5), LR{B, D., f) = L{B, f) ^ B and PiQ(B, D, f) = 
Pi{B,D) = B. 
For any morphism {u,v) : {B,D,f) —> {B ,D , f ),LR{u,v) ~ L{u) = u and 
PiQ(u,v) = Pi{u,v) = u. 
Hence the square is commutative. 
2.9. LIMITS AND COLIMITS IN (T i S) 
Theorem 2.9.1 Q : [T [ S) -^ B x V creates those hmits (colimits)of functors 
from a small category which are preserved by 5 : !D —> C(T : B —> C), 
Proof Let J be a small category and F : J —^  (T J, 5") a functor. Let (Li,L2)in 
B xV with (w]c,-u^):(Li, L2) -^ QF{X) defined for each object X of J be the limit 
of QF. Then for j ; X -^ F in J the following diagram commutes. 
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QF{x) = Q{xi,X2,x) 
QFIV = QCT,.TJ 
QF{y) = Q{yi,y2,y) 
-> SX2 = SP2QF{X) 
V 
If we consider the diagram, 
TPiQF{x) = Txi ~ 
TP,QF{y) = Ty, V 5 ^ = 5P2QF(y) 
where Pi : B-^ C ^ B and Pi'.B^C-^V. Then 
572 X Tu ,^. = YTjiTul: = FTu|. 
and as 5 preserves limits, (1) is a limit cone, and therefore there exist a unique 
morphism, say, I : TLi -^ SL2 making the above diagram commutative. This yields 
that (Lj, L2,/) is an object of (T J, S); (u^x^'^-x) f'^ '^ ' '^^'^^ ^ ''^^^ morphism in (T I S) 
and 
{LuL2,l) 
is a commutative Cone. We assert that it is a limit Cone. Considering the fol-
lowing Cone in [T I S): 
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It is implied that 
(Mi,M2,m) 
[Ml,M; 
I^Vy'^'^ 
n^) = (><!,.'^,.: 
F^y^--(y.y^,r 
QF{x) 
QF[y) 
Commutes in /3xP and therefore there is a unique morphism,say, (ri, r2) : (Mi, M2) 
{Lx.Lt) such that the fohowing diagram is commutative. 
QF{x) 
{Mi,M'^ 
y>^^j 
QF{j) 
QF{y) 
Moreover, 
Suj^lTri = XTu^Tn = XTv]^ = Sv\m = SulSr2m 
This imphes that ITvi ~ Sr2m and hence (ri,r2) is a morphism (Mi,M2,?n) 
(Li,L2,/) in (T J. S). This proves the theorem. 
The following are immediate corollaries to this theorem 
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Corollary 2.9.1 Q : {T I S)-^ B x V reflects limits and colimits. 
Corollary 2.9.2 Q : {T I S) —> B X V preserves limits ( colimits) of functors 
from a small category if B and V are categories with limits ( colimits) and Tand S 
preserves them. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SUPER COMMA CATEGORY 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
In clidpter 3 we studj d new category {Cat J, C) known as 'Super Commd 
Cd\e"oiy\Cat denotes the category of small categories and C is an arbitrary cat-
egory This category is also known as 'Large diagram (;;ategor}' ' Initially the 
concept of this category was introduced by Eilenberg and Maclane [6]pp 277 to 288 
and later on was geneiahzcd by D M Kan [8] The objects of this category are pans 
f/, F) where 7 i? a small category and F J -> C is a functor, and morphisms 
(ir, /?) [J F) -^ {J ,F ) are those pairs consisting of a functor W J -^ J and a 
natural transformation '? F'W -> F By means of diagram all this is represented 
bv r 
morphisms [J,r) —> [J ,-r ) , T ^ s J 
objerts{J, F) 
If morphisms {W,P) {J,F) - . {J',F') and {W\(3') {J\F') -^^{J ,F) aie 
given, then the compoainon of these moiphismfe is given by {W'W,I3I3 W) 
Define a fvnrtor Q {Cat \-C) —> Cat such that Q sends each object {J,F) 
of {Cat •[• C) to J of Cat and each morphism {W, (3) (J, F) -^ {J',F') to VF J -^ J 
We V.1II discuss piodufts m (Cat-J,- C) m section (3 2), equalizers m section 
(3 3), pullbacks m section (3 4) and limits m section (3 5) However corresponding 
results for coproducts, coequahzers, pushouts and cohmits are not valid We deal 
with ad)omt functors m last section (3 6) 
3.2. PRODUCTS 
Theorem 3.2.1 The functor Q {Cat j - C] -^ Cat creates products if C is a 
categoiy with copioducis 
Proof Let (Ji, Fj), (J2, ^^ 2) be two objects m {Cat j . C) and (Jj x J2,P^)^=l2 
the product of Q(J], Fj), Q{J2, F^) 1 e of Ji and J2 m Cat 
be 
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As C is a category with coproducts, [Jy x J2,C] is also a category with co-
products. Let us assume that ((?, ai)i=i 2 is the coproduct of FiP^, F2P2; so that we 
get (Ji X J2,G) as an object of {Cat-lC) and {Pi,ai) : (Ji x J2,G) —> [JuFi] as 
morphism of [Cat-l-C] for i = 1,2. 
We claim that {{-h x J2, G); (P ,a , )} is the product of (Ji, Fi), (J2, -Pz)- Consider 
an object {J,H) and morphism {W,J,) : {J,H) ^ (J,,Fi) for i = 1,2 in {Cat-i-C). 
By definition of product there exist a unique morphism, say, X : J —* Ji x J2 such 
t\mtPiX = Wi,P2X = W2. 
To complete our proof we are required to find a map 7 : GX —+ H such 
that 7a,X = A for x = 1,2. We have a^X : F^P^X -^ GX,a2X'; F2P2X -^ GX 
and I3i : FiWi —> H For any object A in J , Consider the diagram below in which 
P,a are replaced by W^, for i = 1,2 
FiWMY 
- - ^ H{A) 
As C is with coproducts, by definition of coproducts, we obtain a unique morphism, 
say, j{A) : GX{A) -^ H{A) such that ^{A)aiX{A) = f5i{A),^{A)a2X{A) = i32{^) 
Similarly for A' £ J we can obiain a unique morphism -f{A') : GX{A') —> F(A') 
with 'y{A)a^X{A') = |3^{A') hx i = \,2. Now for u : A -> A' in the diagram 
.F.W/,(A') 
^ ^ ( A > H(A 
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We have 
H{x,)^{A)a,X[A) = H{u)P,{A) 
= ft(A')F,H/.(u) 
= jiA)a,X{X)FiWiiu) 
= ^{A)GX{u)a,X{A] 
Hence H(u) o 7(/l) = '-,{A')GX{u) It means that 7 : GX -^ H is n natural trans-
formation with 'yaiX = /?, for i = 1,2 We have thus obtained a unique morphism 
(X, 7) : {J,H) -^ (Ji X J2, G) making the following diagram commutative 
(i i ,FO 
(^,7 
TsT^Fy--—>; (-^ 2,^ 2 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
^ ( i l X J 2 , G ) 
Theorem 3.2.2 Q : {Cat-l- C) —> Cat preserves products if C is a category with 
coproducts. 
Proof Let (Ji X J2,G) xvith {Pt,a,),^i-2 be the product of (Ji ,Fi), (J2,F2) in 
(Cat-l-C) and J with W^ : J —> J, for i = 1,2 be in Cat.As C is with coprod-
ucts, [J,C] is also with coproducts. Let H : J -^ C with ft : FiWi -^ H he the 
coproduct of FiWi for i = 1,2. We thus obtain (J, F ) as an object of {Cat-l-C) and 
(U'^ j, ft) : (J, F ) -^ (Ji, Fi). for 2 = 1,2 as morphisms in [Cat -[- C). Therefore, there 
exist a unique morphism, say,(X,7) : {J,H) -* (Ji x J2,G) such that the following 
diagram is commutative. 
> {J^,F,) 
that is P^X = W,, for ? = 1,2. In this way we conclude that Ji x J2 with 
Pj ; JI x J2 -^ Ji,i = 1,2 is the product of Jj -i = 1,2. The following can be 
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proved as a corollary to the Theorem(3.2.2) 
Corollary 3.2.1 Q : {Cat •[• C) —• Cat reflects products if C is a category with 
coproducts. 
3.3. EQUALIZERS 
Let 
be two morphism in {Cat-[-C) and {J,W) be the equalizer oiQ{W\,(3i)^ <5(W 2^,>'^ 2) 
i.e. of Wu W2 in Cat. Then W^W = W^W. As /3i : F2W1 -^ Fi and p2 • F2W2 -^ Fy 
are natural transformations, it follows that so are l3\W : F2W\W -^ FiVF,/?2VF : 
F2W2W —> F]W''.Let C be a category with Coequalizers. In view of proposition. 
(1.9.2 ) let us assume that [K; 0) is the coequalizer of Pi W, P2W i.e. PPiW = /3P2W 
;so that {J,K) is an object in [Cati-C) and {W,I3) : {J,K) —> (Ji ,Fi) is a mor-
phism with (M/i,/?i) o (14/-,/?) = (14/2J?2) p {W,(5]. Consider {Jz,F^) in [Cat-]; C) 
and a morphism [W^Jh) : (^3,^3) — (Ji,i^i) such that (l¥i,A) o (H^a./^ s) = 
(W'2,/^ 2) o (H/3,/'53) I.e. (l'FiH/3,/?3AH^3) - [W2W^j3'i(i2W^). Hence by definition 
of equalizer there is a unique morphism (functor) X : J3 —> J in Cat such that 
W-^ X = 1^3. Replace Wj, by H^A and for any j € J^., Consider the following diagram 
PiWjXij)) PiX{j)) 
FAViWiXii))- > FiW{X{j)) 
/?2lV(A(j)) 
Then we obtain a unique natural transformation a : KX —> F3 such that a(5X = (3;^ 
We have thus obtainted a unique morphism (A, a) : {J^^jFs) —> {J,K) such that 
{W,(5) o (A, a) = (HAjj/^ a). The following diagram represent it 
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{X,a) 
Summarizing all these facts we have proved the following 
Theorem 3.3.1 Q : {Cat •[•€) ^ Cat creates equalizers if C is a category with 
coequalizers. 
We can prove the following corollary of the above Theorem: 
Corollary 3.3.1 Q : {Cat-i-C) -* Cat reflects equalizers if C is a category with 
coequalizers. 
Theorem 3.3.2 Q : [Cat-i-C) -^ Cat preserves equalizers if C is a category with 
coequalizers. 
Proof Let ((J, K)-, (W, 0)) be the equah^er of 
(Ji,,Fx) —^ (^2,^2j 
and W\ : J3 —^ Ji be such that W^W:i = l^2^^3- As C is a category with co-
equaUzers, [J^^C] is also a category with coequaUzers. Let (X;a) be the coequaHzer 
r 
{F,W,Ws) ^'^^ (F.W,) 
{F2W2W,) ^^^^ (FiW^s) 
(It is possible in view of (M'Ws = l'^ 2^^3)) 
i.e. apiWz = aP'iW-i. It means that we have got a morphism [W^.a) : [J^.X) -^ 
(Ji ,Fi) in (Cat-i-C) with (WuPi) o (W^3,«) = (1^2,/?2) o {W^^a). Therefore there 
exist a unique morphism [W j') : [J^^X] - (J,/^) such that {W,P) o (W ,(3) ^ 
(H/3,«) 
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{J,K) 
{W,I3) 
— ^ (Ji ,F)): 
{W\P' 
(W2,/?2) 
(^3, a) 
i.e. we obtain a unique W' : J^ ^ J witii WW' = VF3 This proves that Q pie-
serves equalizers. 
The corresponding results for coequalizers do not hold. There is an example in 
support of this statement. 
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E X A M P L E 3.3.1 Suppose that C is a category 
Ci —> C2 
Ci —> C2 
Let 1 be the unit category , and 2 the category 
A f B 
Let ^'^1,^2 : 1 —> 2 be the functors sending 1 to A and B respectively, there 
coequahzer in Cat is X : 2 -^ N, where N has one object * and its morphisms are 
the free abelian monoid on t, say, and X{f) = t. Let F : 1 —> C send 1 to C2', and 
G : 2 —• C be the constant functor at Ci; and let natural transformations a and /? 
Wn 
-> 2 
l3e given by a l = p,fn = q. If C created coequahzers, the coequahzer of (W^^a) 
and {W2,l3) would have the form 
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X 
-^N 
v.'hich is not, possible, because a.-^Wi and (i.^:W2 are surely different. 
3.4. FULLBACKS 
Theorem 3.4.1 Every diagram A 
in {Cat.[-C) can be extended to a 
pullback diagram if Cat admits pullbacks and C is a category with pushout diagrams. 
Proof Consider the following diagram of objects and morphisms in [Cat [ C) 
{W2,(32) 
(J2,F2 
-^ilF) . . (i); 
and let 
P~^>J, 
A'2 
V 
U', 
V Wo . . . (1) 
be a puUback in Cat. i.e. WiXi = H/2X2. As C is a category with pushoiits, it 
Ibllows that [P, C] is also a category with pushouts. If we assume that 
FW2X2 = FW,X, ^ FiXi 
F2X2 a2 
V 
>W . . . f 2 ) 
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is a pushout diagram in [P.,C], it follows that (P, W) is an object in {Cat -j-C) and 
{X^.tti) are rnorphisms (P, W) —> (Ji.Pi) (i = 1,2) and the square 
( ^ i , " i ) {P,W)^^^{JuF, 
V 
(A'2,Q2) 
i 
(lVi,.3i) 
( J2 ,F , ) i l ^ i ^ ( J ,F ) . . . f ^ ; 
commutes. To show that, it is a pullback square, let us consider another commuta-
tive square 
( P ' , H / ' ) i ^ ( J i , F O 
(V2,72) 
\/ 
(H'i,/3i 
(A,F,)^!^i^{J,F) (r; 
in {Cat-\-C) It means that 
P'^^J, 
V 
Y2 
i 
J.-^J (i) 
is a commutative square in Cat. Therefore there exist a unique morphism, say, 
R: P —> P such that XiR ^^Yi.X^R — Y-i- As C possesses pushouts and (3) is a 
pushout, for any object A in P , the following diagram is a pushout 
FWiX,R{A) M l : ^ FX,R[A) 
V 
hX2R[A) 
V 
a,R(A) 
F2X,R{A) - ^ ^ M ^ WR{A) 
Furthermore, if we replace Yi by X^R, then from (5) it follows that for Ae\P'\ 
FW,X,R{A) - ^ FX,R{A) 
Y 
72 W , 
V 
,71 (-4) 
F2X2RiA) - ^ ^ ^ ^ W'{A) 
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is a commutative square. Again, by a similar argument, we obtain a unique mor-
phism (say) T]{A) : WR{A) -^ W'{A) such that T]{A)aiR{A) = 7i(A) for i = 1,2. 
Moreover, for yl G |P | and for any u : A -^ A , we have 
W'(u) o 7/(.4) o aiR{A) = H/'(u) o 7i(A) 
^r]{A')oaiR{A')oFiX,R{u) 
= r]{A')oWR[u)oaxR{A) 
i.e.W'iu) o r]{A) = r/(A') o WR{u) 
This shows that T] is a natural transformation WR -+ W with rjaiR = 7 ,^ for 
i = 1, 2. In this way we have obtained a unique morphism {R, ry) : (P' , W') —> (P, W) 
such that (Xi,a'i) o (P, ?/) = (yi,7t).This proves that (4) is a puUback square. 
Theorem 3.4.2 Q : {Cat -j- C) —* Cat preserves pullbacks if C is a category with 
pushouts. 
Proof Assume that (4) is a pullback square. Then obviously (2) is commutative 
Let (6) be also commutative and C be a category with pushout diagrams; then so is 
the categor}' [P , C] and we can consider 
FWiY, -
FW2Y2 02Y, 
F2Y2 -
AYi 
^W 
72 > w' 
to be a ])ushout in [P ,C]- {^^ is possible because WiYi = VK2i^ 2)-This yields that 
(P', W) is in (Cat-i-C) and (Yi,7i), ( '^2,72) are morphism such that 
(P>')i^(J„F,) 
V 
{Y^n^) 
(W'2,/?2 
(w,A) 
V 
^Un (^2,^2 
is commutative . So there exist a unique morphism say, {R,r]) : (P , W') —> (P, W/') 
such that (Xi,a,) o (P, ?]) = (Vi,7i) for i = 1,2. In this way we obtain a unique 
P ; P ' —> P with X^R = Yi for i = 1,2. This completes the proof. 
The following Theorem can be proved similarly: 
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Theorem 3.4.3 Q : {Cat •[• C) —» Cat reflects pullbacks if C possesses pushouts. 
3.5. LIMITS 
This section is devoted to the study of creation ,preservation and reflection of hmits 
in (Cat-i-C) by tha projection functor Q : [Cai-l- C) —> Cat. The corresponding 
results for cohmits however are not true. 
Theorem 3.5.1 Q : {Cat -J,- C) —> Cat preserves limits of functors from a small 
category if C is a cocomplete category. 
Proof Let J be a small category and R : J -^ {Cat -J,- C) be a functor. Let 
{J\, L) with Ux • {J\ L) -^ R{X) defined for each X in J, be the limit of R. Then 
for j : X —^ Y in J the following diagram commutes. 
{•f*,L) 
R{X) 
From this we obtain the following commutative dia'2;ram: 
QR{X) 
r = Q{J\L) Qm 
QR{Y) 
Consider j ' in Cat with Vx : J' —> QR{X) such that 
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QR{Y) 
As C is a category with colimits, [J ,C] is also a category with cohmits. Let us 
denote the functors QR{X) —> C and QR{Y) —> C by Fx and Fy respec-
tively and the natural transformation FYQR{J) —> Fx by /3 so that we have 
pVx : FYQR{J)VX —^ FxVx Assume that L ' in [J',C] with ax : F;^!/;^ —» L' 
be the colimit of FxVx] then if we replace QR{j)Vx by V'y we obtain the following 
commutiative diagram 
pVx 
Therefore {J'.L') is an object of [Cat-l-C] and [Vx,ax),{VY,QY) are morphism 
hi {Cat-[-C) with the commutativity of 
f J , L 
•/?W = (Q/?(X),F;,] 
m = {QR{J),P) 
V 
By the definition of limit there exist a unique morphism {J',L!) —> {J*,L) such 
that the diagram 
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(/ ,L') > {J\L) 
is commutative. This implies that 
Vx \ /QUx 
QR{X) 
also commutes and the Theorem has been proved. 
Theorem 3.5.2 Q : {Cat-l-C) —• Cat creates hmits if C is a category with colimits. 
Proof Let J* with I'x • J* —' QR[X) be the limit of QR; then for 7 in J 
and j : X —> Y the following diagram commutes 
QR[X] 
QRU) 
Y 
QR{Y) 
As C is a category with colimits, then so is the category [J*;C]- Let us denote 
the hmctors QR{X) —> C,QR{Y) —> C hy Fx and Fy respectively and the nat-
ural transformation FyQRiJ) —> Fx by p. Then we have pUx : FYQR{J)UX —> 
FxUx Assume that L with ax • FxUx —' L be the colimit of FxUx, then if we 
replace QR{j)Ux by Uy- we obtain the commntative diagram 
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FyU X^X 
i3U X 
^<r 
FYU^ Y 
It therefore follows that [J*, L) is an object in {Cat •[•€) with {Ux,oix), {Uy, ay) as 
morphisms such that the following diagram is commutative 
R{X)^[QR{X),Fx) 
^[Ux.ocx) \ 
[r.L) \R{j)^{QR{j)J) 
^{Uy^ay) 
RiY) = {QR{Y),Fy) 
It is to be proved that {J\L) with {Ux,ax) : {J*,L) —> R{X) is the limit of 
R. In view of this consider the commutative diagram 
R{X) 
{J',L') RU) 
R{Y) 
This yields the commutative diagram 
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J =Q{J,L 
QR{X) 
QR{j) 
QR{Y) 
So that, there is a unique morphism,say, F : f —> J* making the following di-
agram coijimutative 
Set Vx = {QVx,IJ-x),Vy = (Q\/y,/iy) wheie ^x •  FxQVx — L\^iY : FYQVY — 
L' Also, we have axF ; FxUxF —> LF,aYF : FYUYF —> LF. Replace UxF by 
QVX,UYF by QVY, SO that we obtain a ^ F ; FxQVx —^ i^F, ay F : FYQVY —> LF 
For some A E J , Consider the diagram 
FxQVxiA) 
PQVxiA) 
FYQVY{A) 
-'--XL {A) 
Then by definition of colimit, there exist a unique morphism, say, a[A) : LF{A) —> 
lJ{A) such that a{A)axF[A) = p.x{A) and a{A)aYF{A) = /iy(.4). Furthermore, 
for any A in J and u : A —> A', we have 
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aiA') o LF{u) o axF{A) = a{A') o axF{A) o FxQVx(u) 
= lix{A')oFxQVx{u) 
= L'{u)oiix{A) 
= l^{u)oa{A)oaxF{A) 
which imphes that a : LF —> L is a natural transformation. This all means that 
we have thus obtained a unique morphism {F,a) : {f ,L') —> iJ*,L) making the 
following diagram commutative. 
{J':L' 
R{X) = {QR{X),Fx] 
R{j) = {QR{j),P) 
R{Y) = iQR{Y),Fy) 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
Corollary 3.5.1 Q : {Cat-i-C) —> Cat reflects limits if C is a category with coliraits. 
3.6. ADJOINT FUNCTORS IN (Cat-i-C) 
Let C' be any other category and T : C —> C' be a functor. Define R : [Cat-l-C) —> 
(Cat-l-C') as follows: For any object (J, F) of (Cat I C) 
R[J -^C)^{J ^C^C') 
or (J, TF) and for any morphism (VK, j5) • (J, F) —^ [j\ F') 
R{W, (3) = {W, Tp] such that W 
J ^ / 
Obviously R{I^F)) = h{j,F) 
Moreover, if (M^',/5');(J\F' (/ ,F")isin(Cai.i .C), then 
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R{{W',f3') o [WJ)) = R{W'W,pp'W) 
= {W'WJfjoTp'W) 
= {W\T0)o{W,m 
= R{W\f3')oR{W,P) 
This then imphes that R is a functor. 
Next assume that Cat possesses pullbacks and define S : (Cat-l-C') —> (Cat-l-C) 
as fohows: For any object (IF) of {Cat i-C') S{J,F) - {SJ,SF) such that the 
diagram is a pullback 
SJ > J 
SF 
c 
and for any morphism {W,p) : (J,F) —> (J',-F') 
S{W,f3) = {SW.Sp) where 5/? is a natural transformation 
S'F'SW —^ SF 
The existence of a unique SW is impHed by the definition of a pullback. If we 
assume {W\p') : {J',F') —> ( / ,F") then by the same argument there is a 
unique SW' : SJ' —> SJ" and SP' is a natural transformation SF'^SW' —> SF' 
and moreover {SW',SI3') o {SW,SP) = {SWSW,SpSp'SW) For the composite 
{W',P') o {W,P) = {W'WJP'W) we obtain a unique morphism {SW'W.SPP'W) 
such that 5/?;3'iy is a natural transformation :5'F"5iy'VI/' —^ SF 
we, then have 
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S{{W'J) o {W,(3) = S{W'W,P0'W) 
= {sw'w,spp'w) 
= {SW'SW, Sp Sp'SW) 
= {SW\Sf3')o{SW,Sp) 
= SiW'j')oS{WJ) 
and hence 5 is a functor. 
Let us now define r] : Id —> SR and e : RS —> Id by r]{J, F) = (J —> SJ) 
and e{J,F) = {SJ —> J). We show that T] and e are natural transformations. In 
order to show this consider for vany {W,P) ; (J, F) —> {J\F') in (Cat-|-C) the 
diagram 
IF) {W,3) 
VUF] 
-^{J,F) 
n(j',F' 
V 
{SJ; STF) = 5(J, TF) = 5i?(J, F) ^ ^ ^ SR{j', F') = 5(J, T F ' ) = (5J, S T F ' ) 
This diagram can be written as the following commutative diagram 
STF 
and hence 7] is a natural transformation. Next if we consider for any {W,P) 
{J,F) —^ {J',F') in [Cati-C') the diagram 
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RS{W,I3) [SJ.TSF] = R{SJ,SF) = RS{J,F) ^^^^^ RS{J',F') = {SJ',SF') = {SJ\TSF') 
V 
SR{W,P V 
Then this diagram is similar to the following commutative diagram 
C' 
^^} 
SJ 
and therefore e is also a natural transformation. 
Now considering the following composite natural transformations 
R - ^ RSR -^ R 
and 
we have 
5 - ^ SRS -^ S 
eR o RT]{J, F) = eR{J, F) o R.r]{J, F) 
= e{J,TF)oR{J —^SJ) 
= {SJ - ^ J) o (J —. SJ) 
= Ij 
hence eRo Rr] — Ipi 
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To concli ide 
Se 0 rjS{J, F) 
hence Se o qS 
= Se{J,F) 
= S{SJ — 
= {S{SJ) -
= I{SJ,SF) 
= huF) 
= 1.3 
we have proved that 
oilS{J,F) 
^ J) 0 T]{SJ, SF) 
-^ SJ) 0 {{SJ) • S{SJ)) 
Theorem 3,6.1 (i) If T : C —> C' is a functor and R : (Cat-i-C) —> {Cat-i-C') is 
defined as : For each (J, F) in (Cat-J,-C) R{J,F^) = {J,TF): then Ris a. functor. 
(ii)If Cat possesses puUbacks and for each F in [Cat -[-C ) SF is defined by choosing 
a pullback 
SJ -> J 
SF 
V 
C-—^C 
then the rule F —» SF extends to a functor {Cat-lC'] 
(iii) R and S form a pair of adjoint functors. 
(Cat-i-C) 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE CATEGORY OF G-SETS 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
G-sets, as such arise out of the idea of groups with operators which has been dis-
cussed in [41], and has been used to define orbits of permutation and to prove Sylow 
Theorems for groups. 
In section (4.2), we give the definitions of G-sets,G-subsets and G-morphisms with 
some examples and discuss some important results on G-sets and G morphisms.In 
section(4.3)we give the definition of the category of G-sets and discuss some im-
portant result on the category of G-sets. Section(4.4) is devoted to the study of 
products, co-products in tlie category of G-sets. Section(4.5) deals with equalizers, 
co-equahzers and finite intersections in the category of G-sets. While, section(4.6) 
is devoted to the study of Fullback and pushout diagrams and at the end of this 
section the completeness of the category of G-sets is discussed. For references see 
([23],[24],[25],[26]„[27],[28]). 
4.2. SOME BASIC DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
Definition 4.2.1. Let, G be a group and X be a set. Then X is said to be a 
G'-set( or a set with operator G) if there exists a mapping (/; : G x X —> X such that 
for all a, b G G and x £ X the following conditions are satisfied: 
(?) 0{a6,x) = 4){a,(f){b,x)). 
{n.) (f>{e,3:) = x ,e is the identity of G. 
The G-set X defined above will be denoted by the pair {X,(f>). For the sake of conve-
nience, one can denote (j) (a,x) by ax. Under this notation, above conditions become 
(z) {ab,x) = a{bx) 
{vi)ex = X. 
Example 4.2.1. Let G be an additive group of real numbers and X be the set 
of all complex munbers such that |2| = 1 for all z € X. Then X is a G-set under 
the mapping 0 : G x X -^ X defined by ^(a, z) - e'^z, for all ae G, z G X. 
Example 4.2.2. The set {0,1} is a G-set under the mapping (^  : Gx {0,1} -> {0,1} 
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defined by 
, , f 0, if X = 0, 
for all <? € G, xe {0,1}. 
Example 4.2.3. Let G = H'^ ^,\\ ad - be ^ 0 a,b,c,d e R \ he the set of 
all nonsingular real matrices of order 2x2 and A' = < I j Xi,X2 G i?> be the 
set of all colnmn vectors of order 2x 1. Then X is a G-set under the mapping 
(j): G X X —i X defined by (j){g, x) — gx for all g G G, x e X. 
gx denotes the matrix multiplication of g and x. 
Example 4.2.4. every group can be considered as a one-object category, and 
G-sets are nothing but functors from this category to Ens. 
Definition 4.2.2. Let (X./i)) be a G-set. Then a subset A of X is called a G-
subset of X if (A,(p) is also a G-set. 
Definition 4.2.3 Let X and Y be two G-sets. Then a mapping f : X —* Y is 
called a G-morphism from X to Y if 
f{ax) = af{x) for all a e G, x e X. 
Example 4.2.4. Let G = < ' , | ad - be ^ 0; a,b,c,d G R \ be the set 
of all nonsingidar real matrices of order 2x2. A' = < I ' | X],X2 G R>y — 
< M I yyi, 2/2 G i? >. Define two mappings 4' • G x X —> X and ij; : G xY ^Y 
by <j)(g, x) = gx and il>{g, y) = gy respectively, for all x G A, y G K, 5 G G. Trivially 
(A, 4)) and (F, ip) are G-sets. Now define a mapping a : X —> Y such that 
"(:::HS::)-'"(::O)-\ 
Now for any 9 = [ ^ , j G G and x=l j G X, we have 
, , f fai bA [ni 0\\ faivi + b^n 0\ /O aim + biJi\ 
-wK:; i '0 m.\ _ 0 aim + bin\ yO T) j yO Cim + divj' 
Thus a{gx) = ga{x), which shows that a is a G-morphism. 
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Theorem 4.2.1 Let H be a normal subgroup of a group G.Then the set G/H 
of all left cosets o( H in G is a G-set under the mapping 4) : G x G/H —> G/H 
defined by (j){a, xH) — axa~^H for every a,x 6 G if G is commutative. 
Proof (j) is well defined: I_jet us take, 
(a, xH) = (a, yH] 
^- xH = yH 
y X €H 
To show that (j) is well defined, we need to prove that (p{a,xH) = (j){a,yH). clearly; 
0{o.,xH) — axa~^H. Then for /3 = aya~^ 
){aya 
I.e. 
a/?"' = [ax:a^ 
= [a'xa' 
~ ax{a 
= axey' 
^ oixxf 
~ a(j/~^x)a"' 
= aha' 
af]-^ = ahar^ e H 
- n - i 
)ay-\r' 
a)(y- 'a- ' ; 
-1 
(as G is commutative) 
(where h = y~^x ^ H from (i)) 
(as H is normal) 
a/3-1 G i / 
aH = PH 
axa'^H = aya~' H 
(/;(a, x//) = </;(a, y//) 
Therefore (p is well defined. Now for every elements a,b G G and x G G, we 
have 
(j){ab,xH) = {ab)x{aby^H 
= {ab)x{b-^a-^H 
= a{bxb-^)a-'H 
= d){a,bxb--^H) 
= c(>{a,<t>{b,xH]) 
I.e. (j){ab,xH) = (j){a,${b,xH)) 
Further e be the identity element of G. Then we have 
(p{e,xH) = exe~^H 
= xH 
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i.e. (j){e, xH) = xH for all x £ G 
Tlierefore G/H is a G-set. 
Proposition 4.2.1 Let a : X -^ Y he & G morphism. Tiien the morphism 
(ja : X -^ Y defined by ga{x) = g{ci{x)) is also a G-morphism, if G is com-
mutative for all g € G and x £ X. 
Proof For every a,g € G and x € X,it follows that 
{ga){ax) = g{a{ax)) 
= a{ga){x) 
Tlu^refore ga is a G-morphism. 
Proposition 4.2.2 Composition of G-morphism is a G-morphism. 
Proof Let X,Y and Z be any three G-sets and a : X -^ Y.P : Y —> Z be two 
G-morphism. Then the composition ftoa : X -^ Z defined by (/^OQ:)(X) = i3{a{x)) 
for all .T t A', is also a G-morphism. Now for every g G G, we have 
{(-]oa){gx)^P{a{gx)) 
= /3{ga{x)) {as a is a G - morphism) 
— g{P{a{x)) (as (3 is a G - morphism) 
= g{Poa){x) 
ThiMeforn ,:'j o a is also a G-morphism. 
Proposition 4.2.3 Image of a G-morphism is a G-set. 
Proof Let X and Y be two G-sets and f : X —^ Y ha a G-morphism. To show that 
•^"'(/) = {/(•^)l^ £ ^} ^^ ^ G-set, define a mapping (j) : G x Im{f) -+ /m(/) by 
o[(i. f{x)) - f{ax) for all aeG,x £ X 
C'learly, f{ax) G Im{f) which amounts to say that 4> is well defined. 
F(jr any a, h (E G, we have, 
(/)(a6,/(x)) = /((a5),x) 
= /(a(6x)) 
= <^(a,/(6x)) 
= <i>{a,ci>(b,j{x))) 
also for the identity element e of G one gets 
,/;(e,/(x)) = /(ex) = /(x) 
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Hence Im{f) is a G-set. 
Theorem 4.2.2. If (X, (/)) is a G-set, then for every element, a e G the map-
l)iiiS ri{a) : X —^ X defined by ri[a){x) — (f){a,x) is a permutation on X for all 
j ; € X. 
Proof (j){a) is one one: 
^- (p{a'\(i)[a,x)) = (l)(a-\(l){a,y)) 
^ (p{a^^a,x) = (j){a~'^a,y) 
-• (pie, x) = (l>{e, y) 
=> x = y 
©(a) is onto: 
Foi' every element x (E X. we have 
X = (j){e,x) 
= (j)[aa~ , x) 
= 4i{a,(j) a'^.x) 
= 7](a)(<? (a"',x)) 
Tlier(>f()ie for every x e X there exist an element (^(a~\x) G X such that x = 
'/f")(C'(c~'-c))-Henc,c, 7](a) is a permutation on A'. 
Theorem 4.2.3 Let X be a G-set and S^^ be the set of all permutation on X. 
Then G is isomoi-phic to S^- Conversely , if 7? : G —> 5^ is a homomorphism, then 
A' is a G-set. 
Proof Let (A, (/;) l)e a G-setAVe define a mapping rj : G -^ S^ such that a —> ?] (a) 
fo)- all •) G G where, r;(a) : X —> X defined by ?](o.)(x) = <t>{o.,x) for every 
n t G ond X e A'.Cleary, by the Theorem 4.2.2 r; (a) e .S^  i.e., T] is one-one and 
outu. Now, for every a.h G G and x G X, 
wo have 77(06)(x) = (j) (af), .x)==(7)(a, </) (6,x))=0(a, 7] (6,x))=77(a)(7](6)(x))=^(7](a)(77(6))(x; 
=^  rj{ab)—r] {a)rj {b) 
Therefore, TJ is a homomorphism. Hence G is isomorphic to Sx-
Conversely, suppose that 7]{a) : X —^ A'' is a homomorphism. To show that 
X is a G-set, we define a mapping 4> • G x X —* ^ by ip{a,x) = '>]{a){x) 
for (n-ery a c G and x G X. Now for every a, 6 G G a77,d x G A ,^we have 
t/;(o/^x)=7/(a6)(x)=(7/(a))7K6)(x)=7,(a)(V'(6,x))=7^(a,7/;(6,x)) 
And for the identity element e of G, we have 
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i/;(a, x ) = 77(e)(1) • 
= Ix{x) 
— X for all X E X 
Therefore, {X.(j)) is a G-set. 
Theorem 4.2.4 Every normal subgroup H of a group G is a G-set under the 
mapping (j>: G x H ^ H defined by 0(a, m) = ama~^ for all a e G, m G H. 
Proof Obviously (p is well defined. For any a,b £ G, it follows that 
0(ab,m) = {ab)m{aby^ 
= {ab)m{a-^b-^) 
= a{bmb''^)a~^ 
= a{(l){b,m.))a~^ 
= (j){a,(p{b,m)] 
Further, if e is the identity element of G, then 
(j(c., in) = enier^ 
-—enie = m 
which shows that H is a G-set. 
Theorem 4.2.5 If / : X -^ K is a G-morphism, then following hold: 
(1) If B is a G-subset of F, then f'\B) is a G-subset of X. 
(ii) If A is a G-subset of A", then f{A) is a G-subset of Y. 
Proof (ij First we show that for any x € f~\B) and g G G.gx G f~\B) 
Lei . i : G . r ' ( 5 ) 
- /(:'••) e 5 
^ gfix) G B (as B is a G~set) 
^' /(.9''') G -S (O'i' / 'i-'i « G-77iorp/).?'sm 
In ortler to show that f'^B) is a G-subset of A^ , define a mapping 4>: Gx /"^{B) -^ 
f'^{B) such that 
9{(J, -0 = 9^' for all g eG,x e f~\B) 
For any a,b G G an/i .x G X.one gets 
(i){ab,x) — (ab)x 
= a{bx) 
= (j)(a, bx) 
= 4){a,(t){b,x)) 
Further, for the identity element e of G, we have 
(p{e. x) = ex ~ X 
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which shows that / ^{B) is a G-set. This completes the proof. 
The other part can be easily proved. 
Proposition 4.2.3 Let H he a. subgroup of a group G. Then every G-set is a H-set. 
Proof Let {X, 0) be a G'-set. In order to show that X is a H-set, define a mapping 
1] : H X X —> X such tiiat 7](m, x) = 4>{m,x) for all m e H,x e X 
Then (X,?/) is trivially a H-set. 
Theorem 4.2.6. Let A"i be a Gpset and X2 be a G2-set, Then Xj x X2 is a 
G'l X G-;-SCt. 
Proof Suppose {X], 0) is a Gi-set and (X2, ii) is a G2-se''t.Define a mapping 
// : (G, X G2) X (X, X Xo) -> (^1 X X2) by 
//((a,6),(.7;,;7))=3((/;(a,,x-),'0(6,?/)) 
for all [a.b] € (Gi x G2).,(x///) G (Xi X X2) 
Now for any (ft,M, (c, ci) G (Gj x G2),we have, 
?/((a.6),('c.fi!),(.r,y)) = 7]((ac,6d),(x,y)) 
= {(}){ac,x),ip{bd,y)) 
= i.(l>{a;(t>{c,x),ipib,ip{d,y)) 
= 7]((a,6),(<^(c,x),V'(o!,y)) 
= 7/((a,6),r/((c,d),(2;,?/)) 
Further, let (61,62) G (G'l x G2) be the identity element, where ej is the identity 
cleiueut of Gj and e.2 is the identity element of G2. Then we get 
•!]{{(-• u Co). [x,y}) = (0(ei..7;),v'(e2,y)) 
Tlierefore X^ x A'2 is ;. (G] X G2)-set. 
Theorem 4.2.7 Let X Ix; a G-set. Then power set of X is also a G-set. 
Proof Let (X, (/;) be a G-set and P{X) be the power set of X.To show that P(X) 
is a G-set, define a mapphig rj : G x P{X) -^ •P(X) by 
//(a. 5) = {©(a, x)/x G 5} for all a G G,^ G P(X) 
Now for any a. b £ G, one gets 
?/(a/;, S) = {(l){ab, x)/x G 5} 
= {<j){aJ{b,x))/xeS} 
= iia,{4>{b,x))/xeS}) 
= 7]{a,T]{b,S)) 
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also if e is the identity element of G, tlien 
7,(6,5) = {<^(e,x)/a:e 5} 
= [xjx e S} 
which shows that P{X) is a G-set. 
Lemma 4.2.1 (i) For any singleton set w, we can define a mapping (j): G x w —* w 
bv (p{g. ui) = w for all g G G, ?i' £ H", Trivially (w, (ji ) is a G-set. Therefore every 
singleton set is a G-set. 
;ii) The null set $ is a G-set. 
(iii) Every identity mapping is a G-morphism. 
Lemma 4.2.2 LetX and Y be two G-sets. Then 
!\)X n Y is a G-set. 
; iij.Y X V is a G-set. 
:'in) Di.sjoint nnion of ,-V and Y is a G-set. 
Proof (i) Let (A',(/;) and (1% V) be two G-sets. 
In order to show that XDY is a G-set, define a mapping r] : G x {XDY) —> {XClY) 
bv 
'/(«, z) = 0(a, z) = yj{a, z) for all a G G, 2 € X fl Y 
It is easy to show that A^  fi F is a G-set. 
Proof (ii) Let {X,(j)) and {Y.ip) be two G-sets. In order to show that X x Y is a 
G-set. define a mapping 
7 ; G X (A' X Y) -^ [X X Y) by 
//((/. {.r, jj)) = {(p{a, x), v-(a, y)) for all a G G, [x, y) ^ X X Y 
Sow. for any a^b € G, wc ]ia\'e 
r]iabjx.y)) = {(j){ab,x),iiab,y)) 
= ((/)(a,(?:)(b,x),^(a,^(fc,y)) 
= ?](a, ((/)(6,x),V^(6,i/)) 
= 7](ft,?](6,(x,7/)) 
also for the identity element e of G, we have 
'/((^ (•'•>?;)) = (</>(£, a:), VKe,y)) = (3;,y) 
which sliows that X x Y is a G-set. 
Proof (iii) Let {X,(p) and [Y, ih) be two G-sets snch that A^  Pi 7 = <l>. In order to 
hhow that A U y is a G-set, define a mapping 
// : G X (A U Y) ^ A U y by 
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'^ ' ' \ rlia,z), if zeY; 
for all a e G, z E X UY. It can be easily proved that XuY is a. G-set. 
Lemma 4.2.3 Let {X, o) be a G-set Then 
(i) for any x,y € X, a relation ~ G on A' defined by .T^GY "^^^ y='^{g^^), is an 
C(.iiii\'alence relation. 
(ii) fhe set .\'\ ~ G of all G-equivalence classes is a G-set. 
4.3. SPECIAL OBJECTS AND SPECIAL MORPHISMS IN ^-sets 
The composition of G-morphism is a G-morphism and every identity mapping is 
a Cr-morjihism. we can constrnct a category by taking G-sets as the objects of the 
taiegory and G-mor[)hisms as the mor{)hisms of the category. We call this category 
a.h ! he categor}" of G-scts and denote it by ^-sets. 
Theorem 4.3.1 A inorphism o : X —* Y in ^-sets is injective if and only if ii 
IS left cancelable. 
Proof Lei a: : A' ^ Y be an injective inorphism in 5-sets. For any Z G ^-sets, 
suppose there are two morphisms h,k : Z —* X in ^-sets such that (a o /i) = 
(o o /c).Then for any z € Z,we have 
(a o h){z) = (a o k){z) 
-^ a(Ji{z))^a{k{z)) 
--t- /;(;) = k{z) (as a is injective) 
- h = k 
nnplx'ing thereby a is left cancelable. Conversely, suppose that a is left cancelable 
and let a{xi) = a{x2) for Xi,X2 G X. Consider the set C={w} and define two 
niorphism li,k : C -^ X such that h{iu) = Xi and k{'w) = .X2. obviously, h and k 
M'c G-morphisms. Then we have 
C^x^Y^C^X^Y 
i.e.. a o h=a o k 
=^- h — k (as Q is injective) 
=;> h{vj) = k{w) for all w eC 
which yields .T)=a-2 implying thereby a is injective. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.3.2 A mori^liism a : A' —> 7 be a morphism in ^-sets is surjec-
rive if and only if it is riglit cancelable. 
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Procjf L(>r. us consider o- : X —> F be a surjective morphism in ^-sets.For any 
Z G ^-sets. suppose there are two morphism /i, k : Y -^ Z in ^-sets such that 
/i 0 0 = /," o A'. Since a is surjective, for every y £ Y there exist x E X such that 
y = a(x). Then we have 
h{y) = h{a'^)) 
— (h o a){x) 
= {k o Q')(x) 
== k{a{x)) 
= k{y) for ail y EY 
inipl}'ins thereby h — k which amounts to say that a is right cancellable. 
Conversely, suppose that a is right cancellable. Define two morphisms h,k :Y —> {0,1}U Im 
such that 
/ y. if j / e Im{a)., 
[ 0, otherwise, 
y, if y G /m(a), 
/'(y) 
' 1 , otherwise. 
By example 4.2,2 {0,1} is a C-set and by Lemma(4.2.1)(v) Ima is also a G'-set,therefor 
by Lemma 4.2.2(iii){0,1} U fm{a) is a G-set. In order to prove that h and k are 
C7-morphisms we show that if y G Jm[a) for all a G CTo substentiate this, let 
;/ G J-m{n), then 
a(,'t) = y for some x G A' 
-••^ aa(x) = (ly 
'~- a[ax) = ay 
which yields ay G hii{(x), Therefore, we have 
h{ay) = ay 
= a{h{ij)) Again we show that if y ^ Im{a), then 
ay (i Irii{a) for all a G G. Suppose on contraiy that y ^ Im{a), which amounts 
fo say that ay G Im{a:), then 
cv(.x) = ay for some .x G X 
'•^ arHa{x)) — y 
implying thereby y G Irn{a) which is a contradiction. Thus we have 
h{ay) = 0 
= aO 
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e 
= a ( % ) ) 
Therefore, fi is a G-morphism. Hence h,k G ^-sets. Now for any x € X, we have 
{hoa){x] = li{a{x)) 
= a{x) {by definition of h) 
= k{a{x)) [by definition of k) 
= (A; o a){x) 
implies (/?. o a] = {k o a) which gives h = k (as a is right cancelable).Suppose 
a : X -^ Y is not, surjectiA'c, then there exist some y G Y such that y ^ Im(a). 
Thus wo have 0 = h{y) = kiy) = 1 which is a contradiction and hence the result 
follows. 
Definition 4.3.1 A morphism a : X -^ Y in ^-sets is called section if and 
only if there exist a morphism fj : Y -^ X m ^-sets such that a o p = Ix 
Definition 4.3.2 A morphism a : X —> Y in ^-sets is called retraction if and only 
if tlier(> (>xisr a morphism 3 : Y —> X in ^-sets such that j] o a — Ix 
Theorem 4.3.3 A morphism a : X —^ Y in Q-sets is a monomorphism if and only 
if it is a scH'tion. 
Proof Let X be a G-set together with a fixed element w G W such that aw = w for 
all a c G and let a : A' —> Y be a monomorphism in ^-sets.For any y G F,define 
a mapping /3 : Y —> X b}' 
f .T, if y G Iniio) and a(x) = y for some x G A^ . 
iL\ otliei-wise. 
To show that /'? is well defined, suppose y — y for all y,y £ Y. Then either 
l.)oth y.y G Iin{a).lf 
y,y ^ /7/i(Q,),then/?(?/) = ?i; = ,'1(y'). Suppose,y,y G /7Ti(ft), then there exist a 
unique x, :c G A' such that a[x) = y and a{x') = y implying thereby ft{y) = x and 
3{y') — :r'. Then P is well defined,for if y = y 
-^ a{x) = a{x') 
==> x — x' [as a IS infective) 
-^ P[y) = fl{y') 
In ordei' to jjrove that [j is a G-morphism.We show that if y ^ Im{a) implying 
thereby ay G Im[a) which in turn yields 
cv(.:;;) = ay for some x ^ X 
=4> ar'{cy{x)) = y 
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yielding thereby y G hn{(x) which is a contradiction. Therefore we have 
3(ay) — w 
= aw 
= a{5(y)) /or all y ^ 7m(a) 
Aoaui we show that if y t Im,[a) ,\\\enay £ Im{a) for all aE G.Uy£ Im{a), 
th(Mi 
o:{^') = '/ /''"• some X £ X 
=> a((f^l-'')) = «.(/ 
=^  a(o.;:) =: ay for all ay G rm{a) 
which implies ay € /7n(Q;). Now if y 6 Ivi{a), then we have 
o(x) = y /o?' some x G X 
=v a.[a{x)) ~ ay 
implying thereby l'){a]i] — ax = a{fl{y)) which amonnts to say that fj is a G-
tuorphisui. Finally, we show that 0 o a = /^-Let x' G A^  and Q(X') = y' for some 
y' G F.Then /3(y') = x' by definition of/?. Thns, we have 
{poa){x') = p{a{x')) 
= /v(x') /o;- all x' G X 
which gives .^'i o o = /y and henceforth a- is a section. 
Conversely, suppose that a : X —^ K is a section, then there exist a morphism 
/-! -.Y-^ X such that 
6 o a = Ix which amounts to say that a is injective and so by Theorem 4.3.1 it 
is a monomorphism. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.3.4 A morphism a : X —* Y in ^-sets is an epimorpliism if and 
only if it is a retraction. 
Proof Let a : X —> Y bo an epimorphism in the category ^-sets. Then for 
every y G Y there exist, x G A' such that a{x) = y.For each y € Y choose by the 
axiom of choice and fix such an element x say Xy, where Xy G a~^{y). Therefore we 
can define a mapping q : Y —> X by q{y) = Xy for aU y £ Y. we show that g is a 
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G-morphism. 
Since. 
=> 
Xy e 
a{xy) = 
aa{Xy) = 
a{axy} = 
axy = 
q{ay) = 
q{ay) = 
= y 
= ay 
= axy 
= 0'(<?(y)) 
oi^ a G G 
which sliows that (/ is a morphism in ^-sets. Now for any y G Y, wc have 
(cvQ (?)(?/) ^a{q[ij)) 
= y 
wliich nnpUes cv o q ~ /y and s<j a is a retraction. 
Conversely snppose tiiat Q : A' —» K is a retraction, then there exist a morphism 
.'i : Y -^ X such that a o /? = 7 '^ which amonnts to say that a is snrjective and so 
by Theorem 4.3.2, it is an epimorphism. This completes the proof. 
Definition 4.3.3 Let X he a G'-set. Then a G-.siibset S of X together with an 
inclusion morphism i : S -^  A' is called the sub-object of A' in ^-.sets. 
'DiA-ially <!' forms a ^-sets i.e.<I> G Q-sets and for any other object A' G ^-.sets. 
iher<^  is only one morphism from 4' to X with no assigmnent i.e. Hom{^^X) is 
singleton. 
Thus wc have tlie following proposition: 
Proposition 4.3.1 The category C -^sets has initial object. 
Proof By lemma 4.2.1(ij. every shigleton set {w} forms a ^-sets, there is only 
one morphism from X to {w} . 
Proposition 4.3.2 The category ^-sets has a terminal object. 
Remark The category Q-scis has no zero object. 
4.4. PRODUCTS AND CO-PRODUCTS IN ^-Sets 
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Theorem 4.4.1 Let {AM,g/ be a family of G-set. Then the product U X^ of 
the famil\- {X,}ifzj is a G-set. 
Proof Let {XJ,g; be a family of G-sets for each i. In order to show that fl ^ i is 
is/ 
a G-set, define a mapping; (j) : G x W X^ ^ U Xi such that 
0[a. f) = af for all ae G and f € U. X, 
i&i 
where af : 1 —^ (J X, is defined by 
,.e I 
{af){i) =a{f{i)) foreachiel 
Clearly, a f & U X, and so (p is well defined. For any a,b € G and / € 17 X^, one 
;,;cts 
{piabj)){i) = {{ab)m) 
= afb{f{i)) {as Xr is a G - set) 
= a{{bf]ii)) 
= a(e[bj])(j,) 
= {a{6(b-J)m 
= (0(a,<?H6,/)))(?:) for all I e I 
implying thereby (J){ab, f) ~ 4>{o,(j){b, f)). again for the identity e S G,we have 
= f{{] for all I e I 
Yielding thereby ^(e, f) = f and consequently (fl X^jCp) is a G-set. 
Theorem 4.4.1 The category Q-sets has finite product. 
Proof If X and Y are two G-scts, then by Lemma (4.2.2)(ii) A' x F is a G-
Ht't. Define projection mappings pi ; X X 7 —> X and 7^2 : -^ >^  "^^ -^ y by 
Pi (.7;, y) = X and P'/yX, y) = y for all x e X, y e Y For any a e G, [x, y) e X x Y 
P] (4^, y) = Pi (a^', ay) = ax = a{pi {x, y)) 
and p2[a{x, y) — P2{ax, ay) = ay = a.(p2{x, y)). Hence Pi,P2 are G-morphisms. 
We claim that A' x Y together with the morphisms, pi,p2 is the categorical product 
of A' and Y in Q-sets. Consider Oi ; X —> V and 02 : Y -^ Z are two morphisms 
in ^-sets, then we can define a mapping 7] : Z —> A" x F by i]iz) — (0:1(2),0-2(2)) 
for all z £ Z, for any a G G and z £ Z we have ^]{az) = (a](az), 02(02)) = 
[(i(\i{z),a.c\2{z)) = (a(Q:i(z),a2(2)) = a.{r]{z)) which shows that rj is a G-morphism 
aiui obvicmsly pi o T) = ai and p2 o r] = a2-
Filially we sliow that r/ is unique. Suppose tliere exist another morphism ^ : Z —• 
X X Y such that pi o ( = cvj and P2 o { = CK2-
Thu.s we have f^{z) = (pi(C(2),Pi(s(2)) = (a'i(^^), a2('2 )^) = vi^) for all z e Z which 
implies tliat ^ = /;. 
Hence X xY forms a categorical product of X and 1'. Thus the category of G-sets 
has product for every pair of objects. This completes the proof. 
Dually we can prove that the category ^-sets has finite coproducts. 
Theorem 4.4.3 The category S-sets has arbitrary co-products. 
Proof Let {Xi\i^i be a family of objects in (/-sets. Consider the set {]X^, then by 
proposition 4.4.1,(jXj is a G-sets. For each i £ 7 define the inclusion mappings,Ui : 
bv u,[x) = .;: for all ,r 6 A"".obviously, u{i^ are G-morphisms. We claim that |J A^ , 
lugciher with rhe inclusion {Ui]i(i / is the co-product of the family {A J^^ g /. 
bet {q, : X —> Y] be a family of morphism in ^-sets. then we can define a 
iiia[)ping // .\jXi^ Y by T/(X) = q^{x) for all x e AT, and i € /. Clearly T/ is 
a morphism in ^-sets as f(jr any a t G, we have {rj{ax)) = a{r}{x)). Moreover, for 
any I e I, one gets (?/ o Ui){x) = 7/(uj(x)) = ?/(x) = qi{x) for all x £ X implying 
'/ o III = 'h 
Finally, for the uniqueness of ?] suppose there exist another morplrism C • U -A^i "^ ^^ 
such that (o (;,, = (/,;, for any i £ I one gets ((o Ui)(x) — ((ui(x)) = ({x) = qi{x) = 
//('/,(.r)) for all x e X implying ^(x) ~ r]{x) for all x <E X, which in turn yields 
'hat !^ = r/. This completes the prfjof. 
The following can also be proved 
Theorem 4.4.'f The category C -^sets has arbitrary products. 
4.5. EQUALIZERS, CO-EQUALIZERS AND INTERSECTIONS IN Q-
Sets 
Theorem 4.5.1 Let (y.Ji : X —> V' be a pair of G-morphisms. Tlien, the sub-
set K = {,;; e X : a{x] = ,3(x)} C X, is a G-subset of X. 
Proof In order to prove that A' is a G-subset of X, define a mapping (j) : Gx K -^ K 
by 6[g,k) = gk for all 5 G G and k 6 K. Clearly for any /c e K,gk & K and 
henceforth (j) is well defined. Now for any a, 6 G G and k £ K, we have 
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(p{ab, k) = [ah)k 
= a(bk) 
= a(j){b,k) 
= (l){a,(l){b,k)) 
If (• is the idenUty element of G, 
(/;(e, k) = A-
= A; 
whicli amounts to say that K is a G-subsct of X. 
Theorem 4.5.2. The cat ogoiy tj-set.? has eqnahzeis. 
Proofl.et a, (5 : X —» V be a pair of morphisms in ^-sets. Consider the sub-
set I< = {x € X : a{x) - /3(x)} which is a G-set, by the Theorem 4.5.1, Let 
I : A' --• X be the inchision mapping described by i{x) = x for all x G A', for any 
I'i G G we have i{ax) = ax — a(2(x)) for all x G X which is a G-morphism. We 
claim that K together with the morphism i : K -^ A is the equalizer of a and /? in 
t/-sets. for any x G K. we have 
(no ,:)(x)=a(^(x)) 
= a(.x) 
=: /?(x) [as a{x) = 5(x)] 
= {Po z){x) 
which im])lies that o o /. z= p o i. For any object .A^  G $^-sets, let u : M ^ X 
be a morphism in ^-sets such that a o u = p o u. Now for any m G Af,we 
have o{'u(m)) = /9(n(m)) gives Im{u) C /^ in ^-sets. Therefore we can define a 
mapping ?/ : M —> K by r/(n].) = u(m) for all m G M. For any a G G,we get 
i](nrn] = o(7/(m)) and so ;/ is a G-morphism. 
Finally in order to prove that T] is \niiq\ie, suppose there exist another morphism 
( : JI/ —> X in G-.sets ,such that 2o( = u, then we have {io(){m) = u{m) implying 
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thereby i{^{m)) — i{u{m)) which gives ^{m) = ri{rn) for all m e M yielding ( = r]. 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.5.3 The category ^-sets has co-equalizers. 
Proof Let a, 0 : X —> Y be a pair of morphisms in ^-sets. Let i? be a rela-
tion on y such that for any yi,y2,yiRy2 ^^ => Vi = ct{x) and y-j = P{x) for some 
,r c X. Cf'nsider the smallest eqihvalence relation on Y containing R. Then by 
Leiiuua 4.2.3, Y/R.iii a G-set. Define a nat\iral mapping P : Y ^ Y hy P{y] = [y] 
for all y e Y. Obviously P is a G-morphism. We show that Y/R together with the 
morphism P : Y -^ Y/R is the co-equalizer of a and /? in ^-.sets. For any x e X, 
wc have (poa)(x) =. p{a{x)) = [Q(X)] = [y,] = [^ 2] = [P{x)] = p(/3(x-)) = (po/3)(x) 
whicli implies p o a = p o i3. 
For any object Z £ ^-sets, let q : Y —> Z be a morphism in ^-sets .such that 
q o a = q o /IDefine a mapping r; : Y/R —> Z by r]{[y]) = q{y) for any y € F . Let 
[iJ] I = l?/2l implying thereby yi ~ H ?/2 which implies yi = a'(.x) and 1/2 = /5(-x) for 
some .7; G A'.Now, i/([yi]) = q(y,) = f/(a(x)) = (<? o a)(x) = {q o .?)(x) = q{fi{x)) = 
' / (y2 ) = •'/!iy2]) 
v,-|nf;h amounts to say tliat r/ is well defined. One can easily see that T] is a, G-
uiorphisui and we have (// o p)[y) = q{p{y))r]{[y]) — q{y) for all y G Y which yields 
7/ o /) = q. Lastly in order to show that r] is unique. Suppose there exist another 
morphism ( : Y/R —» Z in ^-sets such that iop = g.Then we have {iop][y) = q[y) 
yieldmg thereby C(p(y)) = <?(y) which nnplies i[\y\) = q{y) = J]([y]) for all [y] € YjR 
yielding ( = r/. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.5.4 The category Q-HQXA has intersections. 
Proof Let {(x, : X^ —> A'},;g; be a family of sub-objects of an object X G ^-sets 
where u\s are inclusion mappings which are trivially G-morphisms. Consider the set 
X' = nX, for all I G /. By the Lemma 4.2.2, X' is a G-set. Let u: X' ^ X defined 
by u[x) = X for all ,x G A' , be a morphism in t/-sets.We claim that X together with 
u : A' —> X is the intersection of the family of sub-objects 
{•(/., : X, —» X)i,zi in (y-sets. For each i define a family of morphisms ?),; : X -^ X 
by r,;(x) = X for all x G A^  which are trivially G-morphisms an.d we have u^o ;^; = u 
Now, for any object Y G ^ -sets which factors through each Ui i.e., 
Y •Ux = Y ^X,^X 
For any y G Y. we have /(y) = (u, o /,)(y) = u,{f,{y)) = j,{y) G X^ which im-
plies /(y) C Xi for all i G / yielding thereby f{Y) C nX; = X'. Therefore we 
can define a mapping 1] : Y -^ X by T)(y) = /(y) for all y G Y. For any a G G 
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Tjiay) = f[nij) = (if{y) = ^i('Ky))''^ ^i''^ ^i implies 77 is a G-morphism and for any 
y e Y, we have (uor]){y) = u{rj{y)) = r][y) =; f{y) which imphes uoij = f. Finally, 
for the uniqueness of 7], suppose there exist another morphism ^ : F —> X such 
r,hat u o ( = /,for all y eY. (u o ()(y) = u{^{y)) = ({y) = f{y) = T]{y) = u{rj{y)) 
implying ^(y) = rj{y) for all y &Y which in turn yields that ^?]. This completes the 
proof. 
4.6. FULLBACKS,PUSHOUTS AND COMPLETExNESS IN ^-Sets 
Theorem 4.6.1 The category ^-scts has puUbacks. 
Proof By the Proposition 4.4.2 and Theorem 4.5.2, the category ^-sets has h-
nite products and equalizers, therefore the category ^-sets has puUbacks ([l], 1987, 
Theorem 3.7).Dually we have 
Theorem 4.6.2 The category (/-sots has pushouts. 
Proof By jjroposition 4.4.3 and Theorem 4.5.3, the category Q-sets has finite co-
|)ioducis and co-cquali7,cr, therefore the category ^-sets has pushouts ([l],1987.The-
ovc\n 3.8) 
Theorem 4.6.3 The category ^-sets is left complete. 
Proof By Theorem 4.4.1 and Theorem 4.5.2 The category ^-sets ha^ arbitrary 
products and equalizers. Therefore, the category -sets is left complete ([7], 1964, 
pp.26) 
Theorem 4.6.4 The category ^-scts is right complete. 
Proof By Theorem 4.4.2 and Theorem 4.5.3, the category ^-sets has arbitrary 
(d-pioducts and co-equalizers. Therefore, the category ^-sets is right complete 
([7],1964, i)p.26). 
Theorem 4.6.5 The category ^-scts is complete. 
Proof By Theorem 4.6.3 and Theorem 4.6.4, the category ^-sets is complete. 
(17]. 1964). 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE CATEGORY OF POINTED G-SETS 
5.1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
111 tiiis chapter, we define pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphisms and collect 
some important properties of pointed G-sets and pointed G-morphisms. A structural 
c;ategory has been constructed b}' using pointed G-sets as objects of the category 
and pointed G-morphisms as the morphisms of the category which we shall denote 
by Q-stts". 
This chapter is divided into five sections. In section (5.2) we recall the definitions 
of pointed sets and pointed mappings. In section (5.3) we give the definitions of 
pointed G-scts and pointed G-morphism and some results based on it. Section (5.4) 
is devoted to tlie study of special behaviour of morphisms in pointed G-sets. While 
.sectiuii (5.5) deals with finite ])rodncts, finite co-products and finite intersections in 
r,li(^  cat <^ gory of pointed G-sets. Section (5.6) devoted to the study of equalizers, co-
eciualizers, kernels and co-kernels in the category of pointed G-sets. F'inally section 
(5.7) deals with pullback, pushout diagrams, completeness and factorisation in the 
category of pointed G-sets. 
5.2. P O I N T E D SETS AND POINTED M O R P H I S M S 
Definition 5.2.1 A pointed .set is a i)air (A ,^ x ) consisting of a non-empty set 
•Y and a fixed element x G X. The element x is known as the base point of (A, x ). 
Definition 5.2.2 Let (A .^ .r )and [YAJ ) be any two pointed sets. Then a pointed 
mapping / : (A ,^ x ) —> (Y. y ) is a mapping f : X ^ Y such that f(x ) = y . 
5.3.POINTED G-SETS AND POINTED G-MORPHISMS 
Definition 5.3.1 A pointed set (A, x ) is said to be a pointed G-set if there exist a 
mapping r/; ; G x A' —• A^  such that 
{]) [X,0] \s -d G-set. 
(ii) (p{(i,x') — X for all g e G. 
Examples 
Example 5.3.1 Let G be an additive group of real numbers and X be the set of all 
c()mplex numbers such that \z\ = 1 for all z ^ X. Then the pointed set (A', 0) is a 
pointed G-set under the mapping (J) : G x X —> X defined by (/)(a, z) = e'"2 for all 
a G 6', 2 G X. 
Example 5.3.2 I^ et G ^ I ("' \ \ ad - he ^ 0 a,b,c,d e R \ he the set of all 
nonsingular real matrices of order 2x2 and G = < I | a;i,X2 G /? > be the set of 
all column vectors of order 2x 1. Then the pointed set {X,0) is a pointed G-set 
under the mapping (p : G x X -^ X defined by (r){g^ x) = gx for all g E G, x e X. 
gy denotes the matrix multiplication of g and x. 
Definition 5.3.2 Let (A ,^ ,r )and (V', y ) be any two pointed G-sets. Then a mapping 
/ : {X.x ) —> (V, ?/ ) is called a pointed G-morphism if 
(i) /' is a G-morphism i.e. f{ax) = af{x) for all a G G, x G X 
(")/{•'-•') = ?/. 
Proposition 5.3.1 Let // be a normal subgroup of a group G with identity el-
ement e. Then (//, e) is a pointed G-set. 
Proof Define a mapping 0 : G x H —> H by d>{a,m) — a,m.a~^ for all a £ G 
and '111 G H. 
fn view of Theorem (4.2.3) {H.dj) is a G-set. 
Now for any a (1 G, one gets 
(/)(a, c) — aea~^ 
— aa'^ 
= e 
which shews that [H. e] is a pointed G-set. 
Proposition 5.3.2 Let H be a normal subgroup of a group G with identity element 
e and G/ / / be the set of all left cosets of / / m G. Then (G/// , eH) is a pointed G-set. 
Proof Define a mapping 0) : G x GjH ^ GjH by 
(•){g,aH) = gag~Kf{ for all g,a& G 
In view of Theorem (4.2.1) {G/H, cj)) is a G-set. 
For any a G G, one gets, o{a., eH) = aear^H = eH 
which yields that {G/H, cH) is a pointed G-set. 
Proposition 5.3.3 Let G be a group witli identity element e. Then the pointed set 
(G,c) is a pointed G-set. 
Lemma 5.3.1 (i) The cartesian product of any two pointed G-sets is a pointed 
G-set. 
(ii) Intersection of any two ])ointed G-subsets is a pointed G-subset. 
(iii) Disjoint union of any two pointed G-snbsets is a pointed G-snbset. 
Proof (i) Let {X,x') and {Y,y') be two pointed G-sets imder the mappings (j) : 
G \ X ^ X and ii : G x Y —^ Y respectively. 
Define a mapping r] : G x {X x Y) ^ {X x Y) by 
i]{o,{x,y)) = {(p{a,,x),il)(n.,y)) for all a G G.{x,y) £ X xY 
In view of Lemma(4.2.2) {X x Y, ?/) is a G-set. 
F'or any a 6 G one gets 
<t){a,{x',y')) = {<^){a,x'),y!{a,y')) = {x\y') 
This completes the proof. 
Proof (ii) Let {X,x') be a pointed G-set. Let {A.x') and {B,x') be two pointed 
G-snbsets of {X,x') with respect to the mappings (f): G x A —^ A and G x B -^ B 
respective!}'. 
In order to show that (.-4 C\B,x') is a pointed G-subset, 
Define a mapping ?; : G x (.4 fl j3) -+ (.4 n B) by 
q[g_ x) = 4){g, x) = VH.9> •'•-•] fo'" all g c G. x e Af\B 
In view of Lemma 4.2.2(ij {X n V, T|) is a G-set. 
For any a £ G we get '/(//,x') = d(g.x) = ij'ig.x') = a;' for all g £ G.x E AD 13 
which amounts to say that (.4 PI i3,x') is a pointed G-subset. 
part(iii) can be proved sinularly. 
Proposition 5.3.4 Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Then every pointed G-
sct is a jKjinted H-set. 
Definition 5.3.3 Let {{X,,x^)}i.zi be a family of pointed G-set. Then the prod-
uct, n X, of the family {X,},^/ is defined to be the set, {f : / -^ {jX^\f{i] € 
X, for all i £ 1} There is also a trivial mapping 8:1—* UX^ defined by 6{i) = x^ 
for all 1 £ I. 
Lemma 5.3.2 (i)The set [] X^ together with the base point 6 is a pointed G-
iei 
set. 
(ii) Let {{Xt,x^)\i = 1,2,3 n) be a family of pointed G-sets. Then the set OX^ 
together with the base points x^ for each i = 1,2,3 n is a pointed G-set. 
Lemma 5.3.3 Let {X/x ) be a pointed G-set and ^c be a G-equivalence rela-
tion on X. Then the pointed .set [X/ ~ G , [X ]) is a pointed G-set. 
Proof Define a mapping (j) : G x Xj ^c~* ^1 '^c by (j)[g,[x\) = \gx\ for all 
g £ G, X £ X.Obviously [X/ ~ G ) is a G-set and for any a £ G, we get (j){a, [x ]) = 
[<t.x ] = [x ] which shows tliat [X/ ~ G , [a; ]) is a pointed G-set. 
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Proposition 5.3.5 Let. G be any abelian group and a : (X,x') —+ iX.,y) be a 
pointed G-morphism. Then for each g E G, the mapping Og : (X, x) —> (y, y ) 
defined by {ag){x) = a[gx) for all x G X is a pointed G-morphism. 
Proof In view of proposition(4.2.1) a^ is a G-morphism. 
For any g € G we have ((^g)(i' ) = ct{gx ) — a{x ) = y which shows that Og is a 
pointed G-morphism. 
Proposition 5.3.6(i) Composition of pointed G-morphism is again a pointed G-
morphism. (ii) Image of a pointed G-morpliism is a pointed G-set. 
Theorem 5.3.1 If/^: (A^,.T') —> {Y,y') is a pointed G-morphism,then 
(i) If (i4,x') is a pointed G-subset of {X,x ), then f{A) is a pointed G-subset of 
(Y.j/). 
(li) If {B,ij ) is a pointed G-snbset of (K,y'), then / ' (5) is a pointed G-snbset of 
(A', .7.'). 
Proof (i) Clearly the reslviction f\A : A —> Y is a pointed G-morphism., there-
fore in view of Proposition (5.3.6) (ii)/m(/j.4) is a pointed G-set. Hence Im{A) or 
f{A) is a pointed G-subset of [Y.y ). This completes the proof. 
(h) The other part can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 5.3.2 Let Gi and Go be two groups and / : Gi —> G? be an isomor-
phism. Then every pointed Gi set is a pomted G2 set and vice versa. 
5.4. SPECIAL BEHAVIOUR OF MORPHISMS IN G-scts* 
Theorem 5.4.1 A morphism a : {X,x ) —> (K, y') in Q-scts* is injective if and 
only if it is left cancelable. 
Proof Let a : {X,x) -^ [Y^y ] be an injective morphism in the category Q-
.sets". For any pointed G-set {Z,z), suppose there are two morphisms h.k : 
iZ.z) -^ {X,x ) in Q-seL'i* such that a o h = a o k. Then for any z (^ Z, we 
have (a o h,){z) = {a o k){z) which implies h{z) = k{z) as a is injective. Thus we 
liave h = k implying thereljy, a is left cancelable. 
Conversely suppose that a : {X,x ) —> (F, y ) is left cancelable in Q-sets*. We have 
to show that a is injective. Suppose on contrary, that a is not injective, then there 
exist a pair of elements Xi,X2 G X such that Xi y^  X2 and a(xi) / a'(x2). Coasider 
a pointed G-set [W,w) and define two morphisms k,k : {W,w) -^ {X,x ) such that 
li{w) = xi,h{w) = x ,k[ii}) = X2,k{w) = X . Obviously, h and k are pointed G-
inoi'phisms. It is clear that li ^ k but aoh, = aok and hence a is not left cancellable 
wliuii is a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
The following can be proved dually: 
Theorem 5.4.2 A morphism a : {X,x) •-> {Y,y ) in Q-scts* is surjective if and 
only if it is right cancellable. 
Theorem 5.4.3 A morphism a : {X^x) —> {Y,y) in Q-sets* is an epimorphism if 
and only if it is a retraction. 
Proof Let / : (X, x') —» {Y,y') be an epimorphism in Q-sets* Then for any y e Y, 
t.hcre exist .x G X snch that j[x) — y. Define a mapping q : [YAJ') —^  {X,x) by 
q{y] = 3;' snch that x' € /~^HV) foi' -^'l ?/ ^ ^- Since, x' £ f'^iv) implying f{x' = y. 
Thus we get 
af{x ) = ay for all a G G 
-• /(a-'O = ay 
:=> ax G j~^{o.y) 
:=;• (?(aj/) = ax' 
:^ - q{a7j) = a{q{y)) 
which sliows that g is a G-morphism. Also for the base jioint y of Y, we liave 
f/(/y = X and consequently, g is a ];ointed G-morphism. 
Now. for any y G Y, we have 
if o q){y) = My)) 
= fi^^') 
= y 
niiplymg } o q = ly and henceforth / is a retraction. 
Conwnsely suppose that a : (A', x ) —> {Y,y ) is a retraction, there exist a morphism 
.i : (}', y ) —> (A ,^ X ) such that a o (i — ly which implies that a is smjective and 
hence an epimorphism by theorem 5.4.2. This completes the proof. 
Dually we have, 
Tlieorem 5.4.4 A morphism a ; (X,x ) -^ (F, y ) in Q-sets* is a monomorphism if 
iuid only if it is a section. 
Theorem 5.4.5 The category^-sets* is balanced. 
Proof By Theorem 5.4.3 and Theorem 5.4.4, it follows that in the category Q-
scJs' every bimorphism is an isomorphism. Hence the category Q-sets* is balanced. 
5.5. PRODUCTS, CO-PRODUCTS AND INTERSECTIONS IN G-Sets' 
Definition 5.5.1 Let {X,x') be a pointed G-set. Then a pointed set (A,x') is 
called a pointed G-snbset of {X,x') if A is a (?-subset of X. 
Definition 5.5.2 Let {X,x') be a pointed G-set and {A,x ) , (B,x ) be two pointed 
G'-subscts of {X,x) snr.h that AnB=:(/). Then the disjoint union of {A.x) and 
{B.x')\s defined to be tlie set {AU B,x'). 
Definition 5.5.3 Let (A ,^.x ) be a pointed G-set and {A,x ). {B,x ) be two pointed 
G-snbsets of {X. x') such that ADB = (p. Then the intersection of (^ 4, x')avd[B, x )is 
dei-ined to be the set {A n B,x). 
Definition 5.5.4 Let (X, x')and(y, y') be two pointed G-sets. Then their prod-
uct is defined to be the ordered pairr(X x Y), {x ,y ))_ 
Lemma 5.5.1 Let. X and Y be two pointed G-sets. Then 
!i) The cartesian product of any two pointed G-sets is a pointed G-set. 
(li) Disjoint; union of pointed G-subsets is a pointed G-subset. 
(iii) Intersection of a finite family of pointed G-subsets is a pointed G-subset. 
Theorenr 5.5.1 The category Q-Sets* has finite products. 
Proof If [X.x')'M\d{Y^y ) are two pointed G-sets, then by Lemma 5.5.1(i)((X x 
)'. [x ,]/ ))\^ also a pointed G-set. Define natiu'al projections pi : X x Y ^ X and 
P2 '• X X V -^ Y by pi{x,y) = xandp2{x,y) — y for all x E X,y ^ Y Trivially pi 
and IJ2 are pointed G-nior])hisnis. 
\\V claim that [X x Y. [x , y ) together with morphisms pi and ]>2 is the categorical 
product of {X,x )and(y', y ). 
Let Qi : (Z, z ) —> {X,X ) and 0-2 : {Z,z ) —> {Y,y ) be two morphisms in Q-Sets\ 
then we can define a mapping ?/ : {Z,z') —> (A' x Y, [x ,y') by ??(z) = {ai{z),a2{z)) 
(or all 2 G Z.For any z e Z and a £ G, one gets ri{az) — (cvj(02:), 02(0.-2)) = 
«(a,(r). 0:2(2)) = <^{v{~)) which shows that r; is a G-morphism and also rj{z') = 
(a 1(2- ),cv2(2 )) = [x ,y). Therefore r/ is a pointed G-morphism. Also we have 
{p\ ° 'l)(-) = Ihiviz)) = pi{o:i{z),a2{z) = a]{z) which implies pi o i] = a^ and 
(]>•> o '/)(2) = P2{n{^)) = P2{ai{z),a2{z) = 02(2) which implies P2 o '/ = a-i-
Finally we show that TJ is unique. Suppose there exist another morphism ( : {Z, z') -> 
{X X y, [x , y )) in Q-Sets* such that Pi o ( = a-j and P2 o ( = 02- Then we have 
s(~) = [V\[<>[^)-V2[<,[z)) = (ai(z),Q2(z)) ^ ri{z). This completes the proof. 
If {X. X ) and (>' y ) be two pointed G-sets.Consider the pointed G-suIjset of A' x y 
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with tlie base point (x\y ) consisting of the elements of the type (a;,y ) and [x ,y) 
for all X e X,y e Y and denote it by {X + Y, (x',y')). Trivially the natural indu-
sions MI : {X,x -^ {X + Y, {x\y')) and U2 : {Y,tj —> {X + Y, {x ,y')) are pointed 
G'-morphisms. 
Theorem 5.5.2 The category G-Sets* has finite co-products. 
Proof If (A', x')and(y, y) are two pointed 6'-sets, then obvio\isly {X + Y,{x ,y )) 
is a pointed G-set. Define natm-al inchisions Ui : {X,x —>• {X + Y. (x ,y )) and u-2 : 
{Y, y -+ {X + Y^ {x\y')) by Ui{x) = (x,y )and U2{x) = {x ,y) for all x e X,y £ Y 
which arc trivially pointed G-niorphisnis. We claim that (A' + K, (x ,y )) together 
with morphisuis ui and 112 is the categorical co-product of (A',x )a.nd{Y,y ). Let 
a, : (A\x') —> (Z, 2) and ^2 : {Y,y') —> [2,2") be two morphisms in G-Sets*. 
Define a mapping 7;: (A^  + Y, (x ,y ))—> {Z,z) as follows; 
r](x',y') = z 
rj{x,y ) — Oi\[x) for all x G A 
7](x , y) — a2(x) for all y € K 
For any ~ G Z and n. £ G one gets •q[a{x,y ) = r]{ax,ay ) = rj{ax,y ) = ai(ax) = 
c/aj (x) = a?/(x, .1/ ) Similarly r](a(x , y) = a?7(x , y) 
Thus r/ is a G-morphism and as T)(X ,y ) = 2 , it follows that r] is a pointed G-
morphisni. Obviously, ?;o U; = aj and r]0U2 = 0.2- Finally we show that r\ is unique. 
Suppose there exist another morphism ^ : {X + Y, {x\y )) -^ {Z, 2') in G-Sets* snch 
that ^ouj = oi and ^0^2 = 0:2.Then for any x 6 X, we have ^ouj(x) = a'i(x) imply-
ing thereby ^(uj (x)) = tti(x) which yields ^(x, y ) = r]{x, y ) for all (x, y ) G A + Y. 
Therefore C = 7] Similarly for any y G F , we have ^ o n2(y) = «2(2/) which yields 
si'"--2iy)) = f»2(.'/) implying thereby ^{x\y) = r]{x\ij) for all (x',y) G X -f- V'. Thus 
,^~ = //. and consequently ?/ is unique.This completes the proof. 
Theorem 5.5.3 The category G-Sets* has finite intersections. 
Proof Let [u^ : (Xj,x ) —* (X, x );z = 1,2, r;,} be a family of sub-objects of 
an (/l)ject {X. x ) G G-Sets*. where u\s are inclusion mappings which are trivially 
])oin(ed G-morphisms. Consider the set X = A';. By the Lemma 5.5.1(iii)X is a 
pointed G-sct with the base point x . Hence,(A", x ) G G-Sets*.u : (X , x ) —+ (X, x ) 
is the intersection of the family of sub-objects {ui : [Xj, x ) —» (X, x ); i = 1,2, n] 
in G-Sets*. Con-sider morphisms Vi : (X ,x ) —> (X^,x ) defined by iJi{x) = x for all 
.r G A' ; z = 1, 2, n. Trivially ?)^ s are G-morphisms and also Vi{x ) ~ x . Thero 
fore •;',: are pointed G-morphisms. For any x G X, we have (uiO-;;j)(x) = (Uj(?;i(x)) = 
(i,(x) = :r = u(x) whicli implies (u; o Vi) — u^ Now for any object Y G G-Sets*, let 
/ : (V, y ) —> (.A,x ) be a morphism in G-Sets* which factors through each Ui i.e., 
/ = (X, o /; For any y G Y, one gets /(y) = (u, 0 /z)(3:) = {u,{fi{x)) = /,(x) G X, 
which yields f(Y) C X, for each i,(i=l,2, ,n) implying thereby f{Y) C nX, = X'. 
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Therefore we can define a mapping rj : {Y',y') —* {X ,x) by rj{y) = f{y) for all 
y £ Y It can be easily shown that 77 is a pointed G-morphism. 
Now for any y G V ,wc get {u o T]){y) = u{T]{y)) = ry(y) = /(y) which implies 
« o ;; = / . It remains to show that T] is unique. Suppose there exist another 
niorphism ^ : {Y,xj') -^ (X\x') in Q-Sets* such that u o ( = / . Then we have 
(" ° 0 ( y ) = /(y) yielding thereby {u{^{y)) = 77(?/) for all y EY implying thereby 
( = 7], This completes the proof. 
Theorem 5.5.4 The category Q-Sets* has arbitrary products. 
Proof Let {(A',, .7;/)},g/ be a family of objects in Q-Sets*. Consider the set H X^ 
Rv the [)roposition (5.5.1), the set 
( n Xi.b) is a pointed G-set. For each i G / there are nat\U'al projections 
l>.. : 'mXr.d) -^ (X„.x/) defined by plf) = f{i) for all / G H ^.-By proposi-
(ion (5.5.2) p'^s are pointed G-morphisms. We claim that ([] Xi,6) together with 
I he projection majjpings {pz},fj is the categorical product of the family(X,}ig/ hi 
Q-Scts'. Let {q, : {X.x') —> [X^i).x[)} be a family of morphism in Q-Sets*.Define. 
;i mapping ;/ : [X^x ) -^ (fl A'i,6) such that x —> T](X), where T;(X) : / -^ UA', 
is dchned by (r](x))(?) = ^^(.T) for all x G X, i G / For any a G G, one gets 
7/(a.T))(i) = g,(a.x-) = a{qi[x)) — a{rj{x)){i) for all 7 G / which implies ri[ax) = arj(x). 
Therefore 7/ is a G-morphism. Also we have {ri(x )){i) = qi{x ) = x^  = 6{i) for all 
/ G / which implies 7]{x ) = b Consequently ,r/ is a pointed G-morphism. Moreover, 
for any x G A' and i G /, we have (/;t0 7;)(x) = pi(7y(x)) — {r]{x)){i) — q.,{x) implying 
tlicrel)y /;, 07; = q, 
Foi t he unicjueness of 7/, suppose there exist another morphism ^ : (A', x ) -^ 
( n A,, 6) in Q-Seis* such that ];,;o^ = q^ for all i £ I. Then we have [piO^)[x) = f/,(x) 
• el 
yielding thereby P,{£,{x)) = qi{x) implying thereby {^{x)){i) = ?](x)(i) which giA'es 
((.;•) = 7/(x) for all x G A'. Therefore ^ — r]. This completes the proof. 
Dually we can pro^'e that: 
Theorem 5.5.5 The category Q-Sets* has arbitrary co-products. 
5.6. EQUALIZERS,CO-EQUALIZERS,KERNELS AND CO-KERNELS 
IN Q-Set.s* 
Theorem 5.6.1 The category Q-Sets* has equalizers. 
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Proof if a, ,9 : iX,x') -^ (i^ , y ) are two morphisms in Q-Sets*, then we have 
two morphisms a,p : X -^ Y in ^-sets. By [26,Theorem 3.3] the equahzer of a,/? 
is (A,-, z), where K = {x e X : a{x) = /3(x)} C X. Obviously,/^' is a G-subset of X 
under the niapping 4> : G x K -^ K defined by ([){§, k) — gk for &\\ g e G,k e K. 
Also we get (i){g,x') = gx' - x' and {K,x is a pointed G-subset of x 
Fnrthermor(\ i : K —» A' is an inchision morphism in y-sets and also i{x ) = x 
which shows that i is a pointed G-morphism. The above discussion yields that in 
the category Q-Sets* 
that h{w) = X[ and k{w) = X2. obviously,/;, and k are G-morphisms. Then we have 
(/Cx') - (A'.,,;;') A [Yjj') ^ {K,x) A (X,x ) -^ ( r ,y ) 
Lei there be a morphisni // : (Z, 2 ) --> {X,x ) in Q-Sets* such that 
(Z,2') A (A-..x') A [Y.^y) = {Z,z) - (X,x ) A (y,j;') 
tlicn 
z A X A r = z A A" ^ y 
holds in ^-sets. Since ^-scts has equalizers, for the morphism u : Z —^ X vje have 
Ivi.{u) C K t)y [26,Theorem 3.3] 
Therefore, by the universal property of equalizer there exist a unique morphism 
•;/ : Z ^ K defined by 7/(.:) = u{z) for all z G Z in ^-sets such that 
Z A A" A A' = Z A X 
Ncnv, 7/ is a G-morphism and also rj{z ) = T]{Z ) = x which shows that r/ is a pointed 
G-niorpliism. Thus we ha\'e 
(Z ,z ' )A(K- ,x ' )A(X ,x ) = ( Z , 2 ' ) A ( X , x ) 
This shows that (/v, x ) together with the morphism i is the equalizer of the pair of 
morphism o and P in Q-Scis* 
Theorem 5.6.2 The category Q-Sets* has co-eqtializer. 
Proof I.jet i? be a relation on Y such that for any 1/1,1/2 ^ y,yiRy'2 ^^=^ Vi — 0(3 )^ 
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;uid y-i - P{x) for some x e X Consider the smallest, equivalence relation RonY 
cuiitainmg Y. Then by Lemma(5.4.3) {Y/R, [y]) forms a pointed G-set. 
Consider the projection mapping p : {Y, y) -> (7//?, [y]) then by [26, Theorem 3.4], 
p : Y -^ YjR is the co-eqiializer of a and (3 in ^-sets. Obviously, p is a pointed 
G'-morphism snch that 
{x.,x) A [Y.y] ^{YiR,[y\) = ( ^ ^ ^ ' ) - { y ^ y ) ^[yiRAv]) 
Foi any [Z., z) G t;-sers. let q : [Y.y) -^ {Z,z) is another G-morphism such that 
(X,x') ^ (Yy) - {Z.,z) = [X,x) A {Y,y') ^ {Z,z) 
holds in Q-Sets*. Then 
X^Y ^Z^X^Y^Z 
holds in Q-Sc.ts'. Therefore hy the universal property of co-equalizer there exist a 
unique morphism p : Y/R -^ Z defined by /?([?/]) = q{y) for all y £ Yin Q-sets such 
that 
Y i (Y/R) ^ Z = Y ^ Z 
iuililyiiig ?/ op — q Now, ;/ is a G-morphism and also T]{\Z ]) = q{y ) = z which in 
luni yields that r| is a pointed G-morphism. Th\is we have 
holds in Q-Sets*. This completes the proof. 
Definition 5.6.1 Let a ; {X,x) -^ {Y,y') be a morphism in Q-Seis'. Then the 
subset A'er(a) = {x : o{x) = y } of X is called the kernel of the morphism a. 
Definition 5.6.2 Let a : {X,x') -^ {Y,\j') be a morphism in 5-5efs*and ~ G be 
a G-equivalence relation on Y. then the pointed G-sets {Y/ ~G', [?/']) is called the 
co-kernel of a and is denoted by Coker{a). 
Proposition 5.6.2 Let ft : {X,x') -~^ {Y,y') be a pointed G-morphism. Then 
K",r{a) is a pointed G-snb.set of X in Q-Sets*. 
Proof In order to show that Ker{a) is a pointed G-subset of X, define a map-
ping 0 : G X Ker{a) -> Ker{a) by (p{a,x) = ax for all a G G,a; G Ker{a). now let 
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X 6 I\er{(\:) Then we have 
a{x) =y' 
=> aa{x) — ay for all a G G 
^ a{ax) = y 
implying t.herehy ax € Ker{a) and henceforth the mapping (j) is well defined. For 
any a, b 6 G and x G A', we get 
(;?)(a6, x) = [ab)x 
— a{bx) 
= a((/)(5,x)) 
= d{a,(l){b,x)) 
For the identity element e € G, one gets * 
(j){e, x) = ex 
= X 
which shows that Ker{a) is a G-snbset of A^ . 
Fniihf i^-, since / is a pointed G'-morphism, then f{x) — y implies x G Ke!-{a) 
and also for any a G G. we get (p[a.,x ) = ax = x which amonnts to say that 
(/\'r,c(Q),.i: ) is a pointed G-sul)set of {X/x ). 
Theorem 5.G.3 The category Q-Sets" has kernels. 
Proof Let / : (X.x) -^ {Y,y') be a morphisra in Q-Sets*. Consider the set 
K — {x : /(x) = y } C A', then in view of proposition(5.G.2) K is a pointed 
G-sct. Let I • {K,x') -^ {X,x') IS the kernel of / : {X,x) -^ {Y,y') in gSets* For 
an\- X G K. one gets 
{foi) = mx)) 
= f{x) 
= y' 
= OKY{X) 
which implies f oi = OKY- i^ 'ow foi' any object (Z, z') € ^--Sets^jlet a : (Z, z) —> 
(A'. .7: j be a morphism in Q-Sets" such that / o Q- = O^y. For any z £ Z, one gets 
( / o Q ) ( 2 ) = = 0 z y ( z ) 
--^ f{a{z]) = .v' 
--^  a{z) G /< 
which yields lTn{a) C i\. Therefore we can define a mapping r/ : (Z, 2) —> {K,x') 
hy i]{z) = a{z) for all z G Z. For any z G Z and a e G, we get 
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i]{az) — a[az) 
= aa{z) 
= 0(^(2)) 
showing that ij is a G-morphism and also 7/(2') = a[z ) = x which amounts to say 
that 7/ : (Z, 2') —» (/\', x') is a moiphisin in Q~Sets*. Moreover, for any z € Z, we 
have 
f i o ? ] ) = -i(?](z)) 
which im[)hes •/' 07/ = a. Finally, in order to show that rj is unique,suppose there is 
another morphisni [^ : (Z, z) —> {K. x) in Q-Sets* such that 20^ = 0. Then for any 
z £ Z. we have 
{-, o ^){z) = a{z) 
=^ m^))=ri{z) 
az) = iiiz) 
whicli nn])lies <!; = '/ and hence the result follows. 
Theorem 5.6.4 The category Q-Sets* has co-kernels. 
Proof Let / : {X,x ) —» {Y^y ) be a morphism in Q-Sets*.Lei R he a relation 
on y such that for any yi,?/2 € Y,yiRy2 <=^ yi^U'i £ -^"i(/)- Consider the smallest 
exiuivalenco relation 7? on Y cointaing i? such that for any yi,y2 € y,y\Ry2 •^=^ 
>J\ = ?/2 - "''.'ii-.'/) € /f)(,(/).The equivalence classes [y] luider R are given by The set 
0.1 !s H G'-ser under the mapping (/) : G x {0,1} ^ {0,1} defined by 
, ^ f [/(x)] = /m/ , if t/ = /(x) G /7n/, 
• ' [{y], ^fy^imf-
In view of Lcmma(5.4.3) Y/R is a pointed G-set with, the base point \y']. Since 
?/' = / (x ' ) . if follows that y' 6 Im{f) yielding thereby [y'] = /"^(/)- Define a 
natural inappmg p : {Y,y') —> {Y/R, [y']) by is the co-kernel of / : (X, x') —> (!', y') 
in Q-Sets*. For any x G A", one gets 
{l>of){x)^p{f{x)) 
= [/(•^)] 
= /7n(/) 
= OxY/fiix) 
which iniphes po f = Oxy/tiix)- For any object {Z, z') e Q-Sets*, Let q : {Y,y') -> 
{Z,z) be a morphisin in Q-Sets* such that qo f - OXY- For -dXiy xeX, one gets 
(qo/){x) = Oxy(x) 
implying thereby f{x] e Ker{q) which gives hn{f) C Ker{q). Therefore we can 
define a mapping r/ : Y/R -^ Z by r]{[y]) -- q(y) for all y e Y. Let 
[yi] = M 
'y\ ~ % 2 
=^ I/i = y2 or yi,y2 G / m ( / ) . 
Now if y, = ?/2-then ^/(yi) = q(j/2)which implies rKbi]) = l{{y2\) Consequently T] is 
well (lefiiied. For any [y] € Y/R and a 6 G, one gets 
v{a[y]) =i{[oy]) 
= 9(ay) 
= "('7(y)) 
= a(rK[2/])) 
Avhich sliows that ?/ is a G'-morphism and also r/([y]) = q{y ) = z which in tiuTi 
yields lli;it y : {YIR.\ij]) -» [Z,z) is a niorphism in 5-5ets*.Moreover, for any 
[I G 1', we have 
(7/op)(y) ^i]{p{y)) 
= 'KM) 
which im])lies i]op — q. 
Finally in ord(!r to prove that ?/ is unique, suppose there is anotlier morphism 
( : [Y/R. [y'l) - . (Z, ;') in ^-5fi,s-* such that 
{iop){y) ^q{y) 
iapiy)) - v{\y]) 
=^ {a[y]) = m) 
which implies (^ — q and hence the result follows. 
Theorem 5.6.5 In tlie category Q-Sets* every monomorphism is a kernel. 
Proof Let / : {X,x] -^ {Y.tJ) be a morphism in Q-Sets*, therefore by Theo-
rem(3.3.1) / is injectivejn Q-Sets*. Then X ~ Im{j) C Y. In view of Theorem 
(3.6.2),p : (y,y') -^ {Y/R, [y']) is a co-kernel of/ : {X,x) -^ {Y,y) in the category 
Q-Sets* and we have /; o / = OXY/R- Wer claim that / : {X,x') -^ [Y,y) is the 
kernel of JJ : (K, y) -^ (17-^l [y])- Let a ; (Z, z) -^ (7, y') be a morphism in Q-Sets* 
such that j ; o ft = OZY/R- Then for any 2 G Z, we have 
/J o ft = OZY/R 
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=» V{a{z]) = [y'] = Im{f) {by Theorem 5.6.2) 
=^  \a[z)\ = /7-n(/) 
:=> 0(2) € /m( / ) (fcy Theorem 5.6.2) 
implying thereby /771(a) C /m(/).Therefore we can define a mapping rj : {Z,z) -^ 
{X.x') by T]{z] = X where f{x) = a(z).Here, it may be noted that x is unique in 
\-icw of injectivjty of / , therefore the mapping T] is well defined. For any a e G, we 
have 
a{az) = a{a{z)] 
= a(/(x)) 
= f{ax) 
which amounts to say that ri{az) = ax = a{r]{z)) implying thereby that ry is a G-
inorphism a)id also tt(z') = y = j{x') yields ri[z) = (x'). Consequently, r; is a 
morpliism in g-Sc/.s*.Moreover, for any z e Z, we get 
{fo^l]{z) = f(Mz)] 
= /(x) 
= a ( i ) 
implying therebv /07/ = o. Finally in order to prove that TJ is unique, suppose there 
is another morphism ^ : (Z.z) —> (A', x ) in Q-Sets" such that f o ( = a. Then 
f o ^  =z f orj which implies ( = r] as / is left cancellable. This completes the proof. 
5.7 SPECIAL BEHAVIOUR OF Q-Sets* 
Theorem 5.7.1 The category Q-Sets' has p\illbacks. 
Proof In view of Theorem(5.5.2) and Theorem(5.6.1), the category Q-Sets* has 
finite products and equalizers. Therefore, Q-Sets' has pullbacks [1,Theorem 3.9] 
Theorem 5.7.2 The category Q-Sets* has pushouts. 
ProofAs in view of Theorem (5.5.2) and Theorem (5.6.2), the category Q-Sets* 
has finite co-products and co-equalizers. Therefore, Q-Sets* has pushouts. 
Theorem 5.7.3 The category Q-Sets* is left complete. 
Proof In view of Theorem (5.5.4) and Theorem (5.6.2), the category Q-Sets* has 
arbitrary products and equalizers. Therefore, Q-Sets* is left complete [22 pp. 26]. 
Theorem 5.7.4 The category Q-Sets* is right complete.[22 pp. 26] 
Proof 111 view of Tlieorein (5.5.5) and Theorem (5.6.2), the category Q-Sets* has 
arbitrary co-pro(inct,s and co-equahzers. Therefore, Q-Sets* is right complete. [22 
pp. 26] " 
Theorem 5.7.5 The category Q-Sets* is complete. 
Proof Follows from T!ieoiem(5.7.3) and Theorem.(5.7.4). [22,pp. 26] 
Theorem 5.7.6 The cat(\gory Q-Sets' is finitely complete.[22 pp. 26] 
Proof In view of Theorem (5.5.2) and Theorem (5.5.3), the category Q-Sets* has 
finite products and finite intersections. Therefore, Q-Sets* is finitely complete. 
Theorem 5.7.7 The category Q-Sets* is normal. 
Proof Since, tlie category Q-Sets' has zero object, therefore the proof follows from 
Theorem(5.6.3),Theorem(5.6.4)and Tlieorem(5.6.5). 
Theorem 5.7.8 The cat,(;gory Q-Sets' is factorisable. 
Proof In view of Theorem(5.7.7), the category Q-Sets* is normal, therefore it is 
fHCt.orisable.[l, Theorem 4.8] 
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